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INTRODUCTION 
Significant changes have taken place in the distribution of dairy 
products during recent years. These changes have been marked by the 
increased importance of milk distribution through grocery stores, 
specialized dairy stores, institutions such as schools and military 
establishments, and the corresponding decline of home delivery. Many 
small food stores have been replaced by large, self-service super-
markets, most of which are operated by chain store merchandisers 
wielding increased market power. Specialized milk delivery systems 
have been developed to meet the needs and demands of supermarkets, 
such as limited service or dock delivery. Because of differences in 
costs of servicing various customers, volume delivered, and competi-
tive pressures, wholesale price discounts have been introduced and 
extensively used. Dairies have consolidated or merged operations to 
capture economies of scale in processing and distributing and to 
increase market power. More mergers will likely follow. The areas 
served by processing plants have expanded as a result of the develop-
ment of super highways, mechanically refrigerated trucks, and increased 
use of single service containers. 
A study of local wholesale milk distribution costs and practices 
was needed to help determine which pricing policies and distribution 
systems were most appropriate and efficient under today's market 
structure. A common knowledge of these kinds of information would 
hopefully lead to improved industry planning and decision making in 
the future and help to minimize costs and mis-allocation of resources. 
Study results would be very t~seful as a guide to future reorganization 
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of routes, distribution systems, and marketing organizations. Major 
changes in these areas are being contemplated by Utah dairies. 
Increased operational efficiencies achieved through a reorgani-
zation of distribution systems would first accrue to the dairy or 
dairies making the innovation. Later, as the changes became standard 
practice in the industry, some of the benefits would be passed on to 
wholesale customers, and eventually to consumers through the competi-
tive influences in the market. 
OBJECTIVES 
The objectives of this study were: 
1. To determine costs of wholesale milk distribution relative 
to volume delivered, by type of route, type of customer, size and 
type of truck, and service r eceived in urban Utah markets. 
2. To develop predicting equations for estimating whol e s ale 
milk distribution costs by alternative delivery systems. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Wholesale milk distribution studies have been conducted in 
different regions of the United States; however, published studies 
have been mainly limited to states east of the Mississippi. No Inter-
mountain milk distribution studies were found in the literature 
review. 
Quart equivalent, point equivalent, and labor unit systems were 
developed by several universities. Such an equivalent system is 
necessary for comparing different products and sizes. All of the 
studies reviewed used as a base a quart equivalent, or the time 
required to deliver a quart of fluid milk in a paper container. The 
quart was given a value of 1.0. The time required to deliver all 
other sizes and types of products was compared to the time required 
to deliver a quart. 
The relationship of sizes and types of products to quart equiva-
lents varied among studies. One study (Groves, 1956) used a point 
system wherein the number of points per container was in direct 
proportion to its size, e.g., a gallon container equaled 4 points and 
a half pint container equaled 0.25 points. Many studies used the labor 
unit or a modification of the labor unit system developed in California 
(Clarke, 1956). In this study labor units did not increase in direct 
proportion to size of container; e.g., a gallon received a value of 6 
and a half pint equaled 0.6. A comparison of labor units or point 
equivalents used in four studies is shown in Table 1. 
Other studies or modifications of studies were found in the 
literature review but were lPciS inclusive in the products carried. 
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None of the studies included all of the products delivered in the Utah 
study. Ice cream novelties were found in only one of the studies. No 
study was found which compared labor units (or an equivalent system) 
to the value of products delivered, a term which would be simpler for 
the dairies to interpret and use. 
Table 1. Sample comparison of four labor unit or point equivalent 
systems found in the literature review 
Size of con-
tainer and Groves Clarke King Devino . 
type of product (1964) (1956) (1950) (1968) 
Points or labor units per unit 
5 gallon, milk 9 6 
1 gallon, milk 4 6 2.4 
Half gallon, milk 2 2 1 2 
Quart, milk 1 1 1 1 
Pint, milk • 5 .8 .6 .5 
1/3 quart, milk .33 .5 .5 
Half pint, milk .25 .6 .5 .5 
Pound, butter 1 1 .5 1 
3 pound, cheese 2 1 3 
Cook et al. (1956) found that costs of delivering wholesale milk 
in Milwaukee with full service varied from 6.38 cents per quart for 
deliveries of 13 quarts per stop to 2.88 cents per quart for deliveries 
of 841 quarts. Delivery costs per quart for the average stop were 3.62 
cents for full service and 3.43 cents for restricted service. Conner 
and Giles (1960) determined the average cost per quart of delivering 
milk in Blacksburg, Virginia, to chain and self-service stores was 1.6 
cents as compared with 2.94 cents for small grocery stores, 4.05 cents 
for restaurants, 2.47 cents for institutions, and 4.16 cents for 
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service stations. The overall average for all customers was 2.53 
cents. Wholesale distribution costs according to Purcell et al. (1967) 
could be reduced in Georgia by 0.85 cents per quart by reducing the 
number of brands of milk carried in each store from three to two. 
These studies can be used for background and methodology. How-
ever, their labor unit systems cannot be directly related to this study 
in Utah because many of the premises no longer apply. Their relation-
ships were based on studies made ten to twenty years ago which may no 
longer be appropriate; larger volumes are delivered to fewer stores 
today; and the product mix delivered has changed. 
A review of research procedures indicated that researchers had 
uniformly charged direct labor costs to each customer in relation to 
the time spent delivering milk products at his place of business, as 
determined from time and motion studies. However, considerable vari-
ation existed in the manner by which fixed and variable truck costs 
and indirect labor costs have been allocated. Cook et al. (1956) 
allocated these costs equally per customer stop irregardless of volume 
delivered or time spent at the stop. Other authors (Devino and Aplin, 
1968; Conner and Giles, 1960) have allocated the costs according to 
the time spent at each stop delivering milk. Neither of these proce-
dures appear to be equitable today when volume delivered per stop 
varies so widely between customer stops. If all customer stops were 
of the same volume, there would be no problem. On most of the routes 
several customers received from two to twenty times the volume of 
other customers. Since the customers on a route must bear the cost of 
that route and the larger the volume delivered per customer stop the 
fewer the customers per route, sharing costs equally among customers 
or sharing costs proportionately to time spent at the stop would 
likely undercharge large volume customers and overcharge small 
customers. 
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METHOD OF PROCEDURE 
Study Area and Sample of Wholesale Routes 
Data were collected on wholesale milk distribution routes in the 
Ogden--Salt Lake City--Provo area, hereafter referred to as urban 
Utah. The three major dairies operating in the area were surveyed 
and a list was made of all of their wholesale milk and milk product 
routes by location, type of route (milk, ice cream, and combination), 
type of customer, and size and type of truck. From each of these 
categories a representative number was selected at random to be 
studied in the sample. Enumerators accompanied the drivers on these 
routes and made a time and motion study of all functions performed. 
The study was limited to routes operating principally in urban 
areas. Wholesale routes having some retail customer stops or trucks 
with inoperative odometers were excluded from the study. No routes 
were ridden twice, but a few customers were observed twice on different 
routes. One of the national trends is towards long-haul delivery from 
central processing plants to area sub-stations from which local deliv-
eries are made. Routes making deliveries only to sub-stations were not 
included in this study. However, three routes which involved pulling 
extra trailers and dropping them off at a company's sub-station were 
included. The products in the van or first trailer were then deliv-
ered. Since only the costs for the first trailer or van were included 
in this study, half of the truck and labor costs of going to and from 
the sub-station were included. All of the express routes of the three 
dairies were included in the study. Deliveries on these express routes 
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were made principally to l arge chain stores and Hill Air Force Base. 
They offered limited service and used trailers pulled by tractors. 
Categories were also made of types of customers. Customers were 
classified into one of nine types: small stores, large stores, restau-
rants, schools, universities or colleges, federal and state institu-
tions, depots or service stations, and industrial firms. Small stores 
were differentiated from large stores by the number of cash registers; 
stores with more than two registers were considered large stores. 
There were eighteen different sizes of trucks used in the sample. 
The vans were twelve to twenty-five feet long. Trailers varied from 
twenty-two to forty feet and were mainly used on milk routes with 
deliveries to large stores. All of the routes using large trailers 
were included in the study, as there were few of them, and the trend in 
milk distribution appears to be toward larger trucks. 
Two kinds of service were offered to customers by the dairies. 
Full service delivery entailed performing all the necessary delivery 
functions prior to the purchase of a product by the consumer. With 
full service the driver checked the display case for out-dated products 
and moved older products to the front of the display case. The driver 
then arranged and pre-stocked the display case with older products 
from the storage cooler, if the store had one. After making up the 
order and having it checked by personnel from the store, the driver 
marked prices on the products or waited for store personnel to mark 
them. The driver then finished stocking the display case with new 
products and left the remainder of the order in the cooler. Limited 
service usually entailed delivery to the store's dock or cooler, leav-
ing the remaining functions to be performed by store personnel. 
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Labor Unit System 
In order to calculate truck and labor distribution costs per 
unit of product delivered, all of the different products and container 
sizes had to be measured in terms of a common denominator. To make 
this computation possible, a labor unit system was developed from the 
time and motion survey data using multiple regression and analysis of 
variance. One labor unit was set equivalent to the variable driver 
time required to deliver at the customer stop one unit of the most 
common size and type of product at the most common types of customer 
stops. The most common size and type of product was a half gallon 
of milk; the most common types of customers were small stores, restau-
rants, and large stores with full service. There were 545 customer 
stops included in the analysis of variance. The variable amount of 
time required to deliver a unit of each other size and type of product 
was divided by the variable time required to deliver a half gallon of 
milk to obtain labor units for the other products. Once this system 
of labor units was established, it was used throughout the remainder 
of this study to measure the total volume in physical units delivered 
at each customer stop for all types of customers. 
Time and Motion Study 
Following the selection of the routes to be studied, three dif-
ferent forms were printed for use in collecting data. (See Appendix 
B.) Three enumerators collected data from the end of May through the 
first part of July. Schedule A was used to record miscellaneous 
activities performed by the driver, driving time and mileage to and 
from the route area, and other appropriate general route information. 
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Driving t ime and mileage between customer stops and the time used by 
the driver to perform each function while at a stop were recorded on 
Schedule B. Wr i st and stop watches were used to determine the time 
the driver took in performing the various functions. Schedule C was 
used to record t he quantity and value of individual products delivered 
at ea ch s top and other important information regarding each customer. 
Since the dair ies sometimes charged different prices for the same 
product, the value of sale was the total price less any discount show~ 
on the sales ticket or credit for returns and bottles. By using the 
net price charged customers, more uniformity of pricing resulted. 
Truck and Labor Costs 
Some truck and labor costs were determined and allocated by 
tabular analysis, while others were derived through regression analy-
sis. These costs were derived from company and union records and wage 
rates. Fixed truck expenses were computed on a per year and per day 
basis for 17 to 18 1/2 foot vans, the most commonly used size and type 
of truck. This was the only size of truck for which adequate cost data 
were available. Variable truck costs were figured on a per mile basis. 
Direct labor costs of wholesale milk distribution included costs of 
the driver, some dock help, and a supervisor for every three routes. 
Indirect labor costs such as general administration, general sales 
management, and central bookkee ping were not i ncluded. Labor costs 
were calculated on a yearly, daily, and per minute basis. 
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Allocation of Truck and Labor Costs 
The various components of truck and labor wholesale milk distri-
bution costs were identified as fixed and variable. Fixed costs were 
those incurred irregardless of miles traveled or volume delivered and 
were alloca t ed on a per unit of volume delivered basis as measured by 
both labor unit s and val ue. Variable costs depended upon mileage or 
volume delivered. Variable truck costs of driving from the plant to 
the first stop and from the last stop back to the plant were allocated 
in the same way (per unit of volume delivered). Mileage costs from 
the first stop to the last stop were averaged and divided equally per 
customer. Variable labor costs associated directly with each stop 
were allocated to each respective stop. Indirect delivery labor costs 
were allocated to customer stops on a per unit of volume delivered 
basis. 
Predicting equations were used to estimate wholesale milk distri-
bution costs per dollar of sales and per labor unit delivered. They 
were developed for three types of routes, six types of customers and 
five categories of trucks. By using the predicting equations, the 
effect of volume delivered on delivery costs per unit was ascertained 
for each of the six types of customers. 
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PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 
Description of Wholesale Milk Routes Studied 
The study area included about 85 per cent of the population of 
the state. Although other dairies operated in the area, only the 
three largest were included in the study. Together they supplied 
about 80 per cent of the wholesale milk market. 
At the time this study was made the three dairies were operating 
99 wholesale milk and ice cream routes in the study area. Time and 
motion studies were made of truck and labor delivery functions on 43 
of them. There were 15 routes included from one dairy, 11 from a 
second, and 17 from the third. Three of the routes operated in the 
Logan area, 16 in the Ogden-Roy area, 21 in the Salt Lake City-Murray 
area, and 3 in the Provo-Orem area. While most of the routes serviced 
only downtown and suburban areas, several went to outlying suburbs and 
nearby small towns. No routes were included requiring more than SO 
miles driving from the milk plant to the route area. 
Nearly half of the 43 routes studied used vans having insulated 
and mechanically refrigerated bodies 17 to 18 1/2 feet long (Table 2). 
Of these 43 routes studied, 22 were considered milk routes, 8 ice cream 
and 13 combination milk and ice cream. Vans and trailers having only 
one refrigerated compartment were used on milk routes. On a few of 
these routes a small insulated portable container was carried inside 
the milk compartment for small quantities of ice cream and other frozen 
products. The ice cream routes also used vans and trailers with only 
one compartment, but with increased insulation and refrigeration. In 
addition to frozen dairy proC.ucts and novelties, other frozen foods 
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wer e delivered on some of these routes. The combination milk and ice 
cream routes used vans and trailers having separate refrigerated com-
partments. The milk compartment was usually two to three times as 
large as the ice cream compartment. 
Table 2. Total number of wholesale routes operated and number of 
routes included in the sample, by size and type of truck 
and type of route, urban Utah, 1972 
Routes operated Routes studied 
Ice Combi- Ice Combi-
Size Milk cream nation Total Milk cream nation Total 
12-16' van 10 4 2 16 5 1 2 8 
17-18 1/2' van 25 8 11 44 8 6 7 21 
19-25' van 8 3 18 29 3 0 3 6 
20-28' trailer 4 2 1 7 3 1 1 5 
32-40' trailer 3 0 0 3 3 0 0 3 
Total 50 17 32 99 22 8 13 43 
There were 43 routes studied having a total of 750 customer 
stops. Of these, 160 were at small stores, 163 at large stores, 294 
at hotels and restaurants, 74 at public elementary and secondary 
schools, 6 at colleges and universities, 19 at federal institutions, 
5 at state institutions, 9 at depots and service stations, and 20 at 
industrial firms. Some of these categories had too few stops to ana-
lyze separately and to expect meaningful results. After a preliminary 
examination of volume of delivery, delivery procedures, and delivery 
time per stop, all customer stops were grouped into one of five cate-
gories. Most of the stops at colleges, universities, state institu-
tions, depots, service staticns, and industrial firms were grouped 
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with restaurants. Most of these were small volume with limited service 
stops or involved the delivery of bulk milk. Stops at federal insti-
tutions were grouped into four classifications, depending on whether 
the stops were at dining halls or commissaries, on volume delivered, 
and on delivery services performed. 
After grouping all customer stops into the five categories, there 
were 167 small stores, 128 large stores receiving full service, 37 
large stores receiving limited service, 343 restaurants, and 75 schools 
(Table 3). Ninety-five per cent of the small stores received full 
service delivery and 94 per cent of the restaurants and schools re-
ceived limited service delivery. 
Table 3. Number of customer stops and number of non-delivery customer 
stops included in the sample, by type of wholesale customer, 
urban Utah, 1972 
Number of customer 
Total number Non-delivery stops at which 
Type of of customer customer stoEs deliveries 
customer stops studied Number Per cent were made 
Small store 167 7 4.2 160 
Large store-- 128 6 4.7 122 
full service 
Large store-- 37 2 5.4 35 
limited service 
Restaurant 343 24 7.0 319 
School 75 1 1.3 74 
All customers 750 40 5.3 710 
Of the 750 customer stops, 40 or 5.3 per cent were made for pur-
poses only of bill collection, sales promotion, public relations, etc.; 
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no deliveries were made. This left 710 customer stops at which deliv-
eries were made, and the analyses which follow are based on these 
stops. 
The number of customers by type of route and type of customer is 
shown in Table 4. A majority of the small and large stores and schools 
received delivery from milk routes while restaurants received delivery 
from combination routes. Ice cream routes went to all types of custo-
mers except schools. 
Table 4. Number of wholesale customer stops, by type of route and 
type of customer, urban Utah, 1972 
T~Ee of route 
Type of customer Milk Ice cream Combination Total 
Small store 77 29 54 160 
Large store--full 67 39 16 122 
service 
Large store--limited 29 6 0 35 
service 
Restaurant 36 39 244 319 
School 74 0 0 74 
All customers 283 113 314 710 
About 60 per cent of the value of products delivered to the 710 
customer stops studied was on milk routes (Table 5). Volume of deliv-
eries per customer stop were substantially higher on milk routes than 
ice cream routes. Deliveries were comparatively small on combination 
routes. 
An average volume of $75 of products and 83 labor units was deliv-
ered per customer stop (Table 6). Volume of deliveries per customer 
stop varied from $28 and 16 labor units at schools to $377 and 488 
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labor units at large stores with limited service. Deliveries were not 
much larger at restaurants than schools. There were twice as many 
labor units delivered to an average large store with limited service 
than to a large store with full service and almost ten times as many 
delivered t han to a small store. 
Table 5. Value of products and labor units delivered per wholesale 
customer stop and per route day, by type of route, urban 
Utah, 1972 
Volume Volume 
Number delivered per delivered per 
Number of customer sto}2 route dal 
of customer Labor Labor 
Type of route routes stops Dollars units Dollars units 
Milk 22 283 114 144 1,473 1,855 
Ice cream 8 113 79 77 1,122 1,082 
Combination 13 314 39 31 936 741 
All routes 43 710 75 83 1,245 1,374 
Table 6. Value of products and labor units delivered per wholesale 
customer stop, by type of customer, urban Utah, 1972 
Volume delivered 
Eer customer stoE 
Type of Number of Labor 
customer customer stops Dollars units 
Small store 160 38 53 
Large store--full 122 174 214 
service 
Large store--limited 35 377 488 
service 
Restaurant 319 34 20 
School 74 28 16 
All customers 710 75 83 
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In general, small trucks were used to deliver to small volume 
customers and large trucks to large volume customers (Table 7). 
Routes using 32 to 40 foot trailers, for example, delivered an average 
of 596 labor units per customer stop compared with 60 labor units on 
routes using 13 to 16 foot vans, and delivered four times as much dur-
ing the entire day. 
Table 7. Value of products and labor units delivered per wholesale 
customer stop and per route day, by size and type of truck 
and type of route, urban Utah, 1972 
Volume Volume 
Number delivered per delivered per 
Size and type Number of customer stoE route day 
of truck and of customer Labor Labor 
type of route routes stops Dollars units Dollars units 
13-16' van 
Milk 5 75 54 74 804 1,109 
Ice cream 1 15 70 56 1,044 842 
Combination 2 37 57 34 1,060 625 
- --Total 8 127 57 60 898 955 
17-18 1/2' van 
Milk 8 140 57 60 993 1,052 
Ice cream 6 92 70 67 1,070 1,030 
Combination 7 187 34 28 904 745 
--Total 21 419 49 47 985 943 
20-25' van 
Milk 3 26 178 226 1,544 1,957 
Combination 3 74 29 27 727 677 
- -- -- --Total 6 100 68 79 1,136 1,317 
22-27' trailer 
Milk 3 23 318 420 2,437 3,219 
Ice cream 1 6 252 272 1,515 1,635 
Combination 1 16 
-
96 71 1,535 1,139 
Total 5 45 230 276 2,072 2,486 
32-40' trailer 
Milk 3 19 447 596 2,832 3,772 
Total 43 710 75 83 1,245 1,374 
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Analyses were made to determine the number of distributors ser-
vicing a particular customer stop and the number of deliveries received 
per week. Table 8 shows that about two-thirds of all customer stops 
received deliveries from only one distributor. Restaurants and schools 
were serviced almost exclusively by one distributor because of the low 
volume delivered and yearly contractual agreement. Seventy-nine per 
cent of the small stores were serviced by one or two distributors, 
while the majority of the large stores received products from at least 
three distributors. 
Table 8. Per cent of customer stops receiving deliveries of fluid 
milk from one, two, three, or four or more distributors, by 
type of wholesale customer, urban Utah, 1972 
Number of Number of distributors 
customer Four 
Type of customer stops a One Two Three or more All 
Per cent 
Small store 164 39 40 14 7 100 
Large store--full 123 8 25 47 20 100 
service 
Large store--limited 35 3 46 51 0 100 
service 
Restaurant 335 95 4 1 0 100 
School 75 100 0 0 0 100 
All customers 732 64 17 14 5 100 
a Includes only those customer stops surveyed by the enumerators. 
Information in some instances came from the driver. 
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The average number of distributors servicing restaurants was 1.1 
(Table 9). Deliveries to customer stops varied from 2.78 deliveries 
per week for large stores with limited service to 3.14 for large stores 
with full service, with the exception of schools which received deliv-
eries almost daily. 
Table 9. Average number of distributors servicing wholesale customer 
stops and average number of deliveries to each wholesale 
customer stop per week, by type of customer, urban Utah, 1972 
Average number Average number 
of distributors of deliveries to 
servicing each customer stop 
Type of customer customer stops per week 
Small store 1.9 2.83 
Large store--full 2.8 3.14 
service 
Large store--limited 2.5 2.78 
service 
Restaurant 1.1 2.87 
School 1.0 4.75 
All customers 1.6 3.09 
A summary was made of the types of containers used in delivering 
fluid milk to the various types of customers (Table 10). Nearly all 
of the customers in this study receiving fluid milk had it delivered _ 
in paper containers. The main exception was restaurants, where only 
87.4 per cent received milk in paper containers. About 37 per cent 
of the restaurants also received milk in 3, 5, and 6 gallon bulk or 
dispenser containers. The greatest use of plastic containers was 
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among small and large stores. Only 2.6 per cent of customers received 
milk in glass containers. 
Table 10. Per cent of customer stops receiving fluid milk productsa 
in various types of containers, by type of wholesale custo-
mer, urban Utah, 1972 
Number of Bulk, 
customer dis-
Type of customer stopsb Paper Plastic Glass penser 
Small store 135 99.3 22.2 4.4 0.7 
Large store--full 83 100.0 42.2 8.4 0.0 
service 
Large store--limited 29 100.0 34.5 3.4 0.0 
service 
Restaurant 262 87.4 1.5 0.4 36.6 
School 72 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Average 581 94.1 13.6 2.6 16.7 
alncludes milk, skim milk, buttermilk, chocolate milk and chocolate 
drink; the bulk milk is in either bulk or dispenser form. 
brncludes only those customer stops noted by enumerators which 
received fluid milk. 
Information on the volume of milk and milk products delivered by 
day of week was summarized in Table 11. About one-third of the volume 
was delivered on Fridays. Some routes operated on Saturday, but 
usually only for one-half day, mostly for deliveries to customers in 
short supply. 
Route operational procedures varied by dairy and location. Whole-
sale route drivers generally arrived at the dairy distribution centers 
between 4 and 6 a.m. after retail trucks had been loaded. The majority 
of wholesale trucks were loaded in the morning by the driver with the 
aid of one dock worker. The dock worker would fill the order made up 
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the previous day by the driver and send the order on a conveyor to the 
truck. The driver would take the products, which were generally placed 
in wire or plastic baskets, from the conveyor and put them in his 
truck. At one location the dairy loaded the truck during the night 
and the driver only rearranged it to his satisfaction when he arrived 
in the morning. In several locations orders were arranged in route 
cages before the drivers arrived, from which drivers later loaded their 
trucks. Ice cream products often had to be loaded from a different 
door than milk. Some of the newer and larger trailers were equipped 
with conveyors to facilitate transferring products directly from inside 
the plant to the front interior of the trailer without the use of 
dollies. In several instances products were transferred at sub-
stations directly from a large trailer to smaller trucks. 
Table 11. Average value of products and number of labor units per 
route day delivered to wholesale customers, by day of 
week, urban Utah, 1972 
Value of products Labor units 
Number delivered delivered 
Day of week of trucks Dollars Per cent Number · Per cent 
Monday 7 974 13 990 12 
Tuesday 10 1,052 20 909 15 
Wednesday 9 1,031 17 1,219 19 
Thursday 8 1,199 18 1,294 17 
Friday 9 1,919 32 2,417 37 
Total 43 1,245 100 1,374 100 
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Empty bottles and baskets were returned by the driver to the 
dairy. On the route these empties often caused inconvenience to the 
driver in arranging his load, particularly if the first stop was a 
large one. One driver solved this problem by throwing the empty bas-
kets into a rack on top of his truck, but in the process created a 
hazard of falling baskets when he missed the rack. Several drivers 
received assistance from the plant in returning empty baskets. Some 
drivers left the baskets at the largest stores until the end of the 
day, then picked them up before returning to the plant. 
Following the last stop, the driver returned to the plant to 
check out. In some instances he would leave unsold products on the 
trucks; at other times he would unload them. Check-out consisted of 
a daily accounting of the value of the products loaded, sold, and un-
loaded versus the money collected or credited. Collection for many 
of the large stores was made by letter from the office. The final 
procedure performed by the driver before punching the time clock was 
order preparation for the next day. The dairies allocated a certain 
amount of route time for lunch and occasionally check-out time at the 
plant for accounting. It was observed that several of the drivers 
preferred to skip lunch or do the accounting on the route so they 
could fini sh and leave early. 
Development of Labor Units 
Since none of the labor unit, point equivalent, or quart equiva-
lent systems previously referred to in the literature review appeared 
cur rent or adequate enough for use in this study, a new labor unit 
system was developed based or the survey time and motion data. 
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Multiple regression was the basic statistical method used. Total 
delivery time at each customer stop was used as the dependent variable 
and the quantity of the various sizes and types of products delivered 
were used as independent variables. 
The determination of labor units began by combining products, 
sizes, and containers which could be statistically and logically 
grouped together. Only new products taken into the store were in-
cluded; returns and empty containers and baskets were omitted from the 
number of products delivered. There were fifty-one different cate-
gories of sizes and types of products. Products included fluid and 
chocolate milk, buttermilk, fruit drink, whipping cream, half and half, 
cream, sour cream, yogurt, cottage cheese, ice cream mix, butter, 
coffee rich, topping, cheese, ice cream, and specialty items. All of 
the following container sizes were used for one or more products: 
bulk, gallon, half gallon, quart, pint, half pint, third quart, pound, 
two pound, five pound, two gallon, three gallon, bucket, dozen, and 
case. The cases of specialty items included potatoes, fish, meat, 
pies, eggs, tamales, etc. In addition, there were both plastic and 
glass containers. 
The data were plotted on scatter diagrams by type of customer and 
various prel i minary statistical tests were conducted. Several obser-
vations were noted with extreme deviations and were eliminated from 
further analyses so that the results would best fit the majority of 
the observations. Due to the relatively small number and large vari-
ation of observations among large stores with limited service, federal 
institutions, and public schools, they were also omitted from the 
analyses. 
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statistical tests indicated inter-relationships among types of 
products and sizes and types of containers. High inter-relationships 
between quarts of different fluid products and also between paper and 
plastic containers were observed with the model R2, coefficient of 
determination, in the 80 to 90 per cent range. There was no statis-
tical difference in the amount of time required to deliver plastic · 
and paper containers; and since there were not enough glass containers 
delivered to make a valid statistical test using them as a separate 
variable, the three types of containers were combined. The product 
sizes half pint, pound, two pound, and five pound were consistently 
80 to 90 per cent correlated with each other, so these container sizes 
were combined into one variable referred to hereafter as pound. Later, 
after further analyses, it was found practicable to combine all prod-
ucts delivered in the same size and type of container. 
In a test involving 226 large and small customers, high inter-
relationships were observed between buckets of ice cream and two and 
three gallon bulk containers of ice cream. This model yielding an R2 
of 79 per cent also showed a high correlation between half gallons and 
gallons of ice cream. Quarts of ice cream were not significant by 
themselves, yet when placed with half gallons the resulting variable 
was significant at the one per cent level of significance. 
Whipping cream in cans and dessert topping were a problem due to 
insufficient observations. Attempts were made to combine this vari-
able with other variables, but the results were non-significant. This 
variable was therefore left as a separate, non-significant variable in 
the final labor unit model. In later analyses using labor units, the 
labor unit equivalent for pounds was used for topping and whipping 
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cream in cans. A similar problem occurred in trying to combine six 
gallon bulk milk with three and five gallon bulk milk. Logic indi-
cated the six gallon labor unit value was not consistent with other 
values; therefore, the labor unit value for three and five gallon bulk 
milk was used for the six gallon bulk milk. 
In place of using the number of miscellaneous cases · in the 
analyses, attempts were made to substitute the dollar value of these 
items, but the result was lower in significance. Since pies and eggs 
were only delivered to a few customers, they were considered as cases. 
Four pies comprised a case as did fifteen dozen eggs. These were the 
quantities delivered when either pies or eggs were delivered. 
The results of the analysis of variance are shown in Table 12. 
For the average stop involving 545 customer stops the B0 coefficient, 
or fixed time per stop, was 8.8271 minutes. In addition, the variable 
amount of delivery time at a customer stop was 0.1945 minutes per 
gallon of milk, 0.2038 minutes per half gallon of milk, 0.1163 minutes 
per quart of milk, 0.0070 minutes per half pint of milk, etc. Most 
of the coefficients were significant at the 0.05 level of probability 
or higher. The higher levels of probability occurred with those sizes 
and types of products most commonly delivered, i.e., gallons, half 
gallons, and quarts of fluid milk and ice cream, pounds of butter, and 
dozens of ice cream novelties. The R2 for the model was 0.74. 
In all of the tests conducted, delivery time was found to be 
positively correlated with value of sale. In the analysis of variance 
involving 545 customers, the relationship between time and value was 
73 per cent, while the model R2 was 74 per cent. 
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Table 12. Analysis of variance of twelve sizes and types of products 
delivered to 545 wholesale customer stopsa, urban Utah, 1972 
Variable 
Total 
Gallon, milkb 
Half gallon, milkb 
Quart, milkb 
Pint, half pint, one-
third quart, milkb 
C . c an or quart, topp1ng 
Pound, half pint, 
2 pound, 5 pound, 
butterd 
Bucket, 2 gallon bulk, 
3 gallon bulk, ice 
creame 
Gallon, half gallon, 
quarte 
Dozen, ice cream 
novelties 
6 gallon, bulk milkf 
3 gallon, 5 gallon, 
bulk mi1kf 
Case, potatoesg 
Model 
Error 
Degrees 
of 
freedom 
544 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
12 
532 
Mean 
square 
310.54 
1,938.84 
20,291.32 
1,740.34 
391.47 
.19 
1,395.62 
789.84 
8,684.47 
10,732.18 
89.38 
457.24 
263.92 
10,423.56 
82.43 
F 
ratio 
23.521 
246.162 
21.113 
4.749 
.002 
16.931 
9.582 
105.354 
130.196 
1.084 
5.547 
3.202 
RSQ = .74 
Regression 
coefficient 
B0 8.8271 
*** 
.1945 
*** 
.2038 
*** 
.1163 
* .0070 
-.0077 
*** 
.0477 
** .4525 
*** 
.1606 
*** 
.3122 
.6406 
* 
. 8910 
alncludes 148 small stores, 91 large stores full service, and 306 
restaurants. 
brncludes homogenized milk, 2% milk, skim milk, chocolate milk, choco-
late drink, buttermilk, fruit drink, cream, and ice cream mix. 
crncludes whipping cream, real whip, rich whip, and topping. 
dlncludes butter, sour cream, yogurt, cheese, and cottage cheese. 
elncludes ice cream, ice milk, and sherbet. 
fBulk or dispenser milk. 
gCases of potatoes, fish, meat, cheese, topping, pies, and eggs. 
*Significant at 0.05 level of probability. 
**Significant at the 0.01 level of probability. 
***significant at the 0.001 level of probability. 
#significant at the 0.08 level of probability. 
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All of the previous studies reviewed used the quart of fluid 
milk as the base for labor units, with a quart given a value of 1.0. 
After reviewing the survey data, it was observed that substantially 
more milk was delivered in half gallon containers than in any other 
size (Table 13) . Delivery of half gallon containers in the study out-
numbered quart containers 11,084 to 4,826. It was therefore decided 
to use half gallons as the base for this study, with a half gallon 
receiving a value of 1.0 labor unit. The labor unit values for all 
other sizes and types of products were then determined by dividing 
the coefficient for them by the coefficient for half gallons and round-
ing the result usually to the nearest first decimal place. Gallons 
received the same labor unit value as half gallons. Quarts received a 
value of 0.6 which is slightly more than half of the value of the half 
gallon. Pints, half pints, and one-third quarts were given the com-
paratively low value of 0.03 due mainly to deliveries to restaurant-
type customers. Other labor unit equivalents are shown in Table 13. 
Analysis of Route Mileage and Labor Requirements 
Truck mileage 
While some truck and labor requirements and costs could be 
anal yzed on a customer stop basis, some could only be analyzed in 
relation to the entire route on which they were located. While most 
routes serviced more than one type of customer, many were predomi-
nantly (50 per cent or more) of one type. To facilitate the summary 
and analyses of truck and labor requirements and costs by type of 
customer in this section and those that follow, all customers on the 
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Table 13. Labor unit equivalents and number of containers delivered 
to 545 wholesale customer stopsa, by size and type of 
product, urban Utah, 1972 
Variable 
Gallon, milk 
Half gallon, milk 
Quart, milk 
Pint, half pint, one-
third quart, milk 
Pound, butter 
Bucket, 2, 3 gallon, 
ice cream 
Gallon, half gallon, 
quart, ice cream 
Dozen, ice cream 
novelties 
3, 5, 6 gallon, 
bulk milk 
Case, potatoes 
Labor 
unitsb 
1.0 
1.0 
0.6 
0.03 
0.2 
2.2 
0.8 
1.5 
4.4 
2.3 
Total number of 
containers delivered 
1,908 
11,084 
4,826 
13,086 
8,441 
506 
3,990 
2,333 
194 
175 
a Includes 148 small stores, 91 large stores full service, and 306 
restaurants. 
bLabor units were based on a half gallon equivalent of milk. Half 
gallons were assigned a value of 1.0. Other products were given a 
labor unit equivalent equal to its analysis of variance coefficient 
divided by the coefficient for half gallons of milk, rounded to the 
nearest tenth or one hundredth. The only exceptions were cans and 
quarts of whipping cream and dessert topping and 6 gallon containers 
of bulk milk. Since analysis of variance did not yield reasonable 
coefficients for these products, the first was combined with pounds 
of butter, cottage cheese, etc.; and the latter was combined with 3 
and 5 gallons of bulk milk. 
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same route have been kept together and routes were then grouped by pre-
dominant type of customer. (Schedule A contains some of the same tab-
ular and regression analyses by type of customer, not predominant type~) 
Routes not having a majority of any one particular type of customer 
were put in a miscellaneous group. 
The average number of customers on all routes was 16.5 The great-
est variation in the number of customers on a route was between large 
stores with limited service, 6.2, and restaurants, 26.8. Vans averaged 
two to three times as many customers per route as did trailers. 
The average number of miles between customer stops was 1.8 for all 
routes (Table 14). Customers on routes made up primarily of small 
stores, restaurants, and schools tended to be located closer together 
than large stores with full service, and routes made up primarily of 
large stores were the furthest apart. The average mileage from the 
plant to the first stop and from the last stop back to the plant was 
13.2 miles per route. Average mileage to and from the route area was 
substantially more for milk routes than for ice cream and combination 
routes and varied from 5.7 miles for restaurants to 18.0 miles for 
large stores with limited service. Mileage was also high for routes 
using the larger trailers operated primarily on "express" routes. 
Route mileage per day was least for large stores with full ser-
vice, 30.9 miles, and most for schools, 51.6 miles. The average for 
all routes was 41.3 miles. 
Truck fixed costs per day and variable costs per mile driving to 
the route area and back to the plant were allocated to customers 
according to volume delivered. Variable costs of driving between stops 
were allocated equally per stop. 
Table 14. Average miles between stops and to and from the route area, total route mileage per day, and 
driving time between customer stops, by type of wholesale route, predominant type of whole-
sale customer, and size and type of wholesale truck, urban Utah, 1972 
Driving 
Number of Mileage Mileage time 
delivery between to and Route between 
Number Number of customer customer from mileage customer 
of customer stops per stops route per day stops 
Routes Routes stops route (miles) (miles) (miles)a (min.) 
Type of route: 
Milk 22 283 12.9 2.0 17.5 41.1 7.3 
Ice cream 8 113 14.1 2.1 9.6 36.8 7.0 
Combination 13 314 24.2 1.6 8.0 44.5 5.1 
- -- -- --
All routes 43 710 16.5 1.8 13.2 41.3 6.3 
~reJominant tyEe of customerb: 
Small store 4 67 16.8 1.6 12.8 38.2 6.2 
Large store--full service 5 51 10.2 2.2 10.9 30.9 7.5 
Large store--limited 5 31 6.2 4.4 18.0 40. 7 12.1 
service 
Restaurant 10 268 26.8 1.5 5.7 43.8 5.1 
School 3 67 22.3 1.7 15.8 51.6 7.0 
Miscellaneous 16 226 14.1 1.9 16.6 41.9 6.4 
- --All customers 43 710 16.5 1.8 13.2 41.3 6.3 
Size and tyEe of truck: 
13-16' van 8 127 15.9 2.3 14.6 49.1 6.9 
17-18 1/2' van 21 419 20.0 1.5 9.0 38.3 5.6 
20-25' van 6 100 16.7 1.8 15.8 44.7 6 .. 1 
22-27' trailer 5 45 9.0 2.6 14.8 35.5 9.0 
32-40' trailer 3 19 
-
6.3 2.9 30.3 45.6 10.9 
All trucks 43 710 16.5 1.8 13.2 41.3 6.3 
aTotal average route mileage does not include mileage for non-delivery stops. 
bRoutes which have greater than 50% of the customers of one particular customer type are grouped with 
that particular customer type. The other routes are gvouped as miscellaneous. 
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Driving time between stops 
The average amount of driving time between stops was 6.3 minutes 
for all routes (Table 14). By use of least squares regression this 
time was divided into constant and variable driving time between 
stops. The constant driving time irregardless of miles traveled was 
2.8 minutes per stop and the variable time was 1.9 minutes • . For each 
route, total driving time between stops was calculated by adding the 
constant driving time to the product of variable time and average dis-
tance between stops. The cost of this time was allocated equally to 
all customers on the same route. 
Indirect delivery time 
Indirect delivery time was labor incurred on a route not directly 
associated with volume delivered or miles traveled and not directly 
associated with any particular customer stop. The main components of 
indirect delivery time were driver personal time, route accounting, 
loading and unloading, and driving from the dairy plant to and from 
the route area. Since this time was not directly related to the type 
of route operated, predominant type of customer serviced, or size and 
type of truck used, the cost of indirect delivery labor was allocated 
to customers according to volume delivered per stop. 
Loading and unloading methods varied at each plant. Some trucks 
were loaded during the night before the drivers arrived. Some were 
loaded from coolers, others from route cages previously stacked or 
from large transports. Some trucks were completely unloaded at night 
and others were not. Since it was impossible to get comparable load-
ing and unloading time for each truck, an estimate furnished by the 
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dairies was used. This was 45 minutes per truck and included driver 
and dock labor. Smaller trucks could usually be loaded in less time 
than the average, but some of the larger trucks used more automated 
and time-saving methods. 
The average amount of indirect delivery time required per route 
was 172 minutes (Table 15). Indirect time varied from a low of 152 
minutes for predominantly small store routes to a high of 184 minutes 
for large stores with limited service. Schools required little route 
accounting, only 23.6 minutes per route, because the basic delivery 
was half pints. Generally, the larger trucks required less accounting 
time due to fewer stops per route. Driving time to and from the route 
area had the reverse effect. As the customer stops became larger in 
volume and fewer in number, the driving time increased. Costs of in-
direct delivery time were allocated to customers according to volume 
delivered. 
For all routes drivers spent an average of 30 minutes driving to 
and from the route area, 103 minutes driving between all stops, 368 
minutes making deliveries at customer stops, and 142 minutes loading, 
unloading, checking in and out, etc., or a total of 643 minutes. This 
amounted to an average of 10.7 hours per route day. Routes operated 
an average of 4.2 days per week. A few routes operated on a three and 
one-half or four day basis, while others operated four and five days 
per week. Many drivers preferred the longer day with fewer days per 
week. 
Route time by the various functions from the first customer stop 
to the last were found to include driving between stops, 20%, direct 
delivery at a customer stop, /1%, and personal time, 9%. This compares 
Table 15. Indirect delivery time per route, by functions, for type of wholesale route, predominant 
type of customer, and size and type of truck, urban Utah, 1972 
Routes 
Type of route: 
Milk 
Ice cream 
Combination 
All routes 
Predominant type 
of customer:c 
Small store 
Large store--
full service 
Large store--
Number 
of 
routes 
22 
8 
13 
43 
4 
5 
5 
limited service 
Restaurant 10 
3 
16 
43 
School 
Miscellaneous 
All customers 
Size of truck: 
13-16' van 
17-18 1/2' van 
20-25' van 
22-27' trailer 
32-40' trailer 
All trucks 
8 
21 
6 
5 
3 
43 
Check 
in, 
arrange 
load 
8.6 
6.2 
5.1 
7.1 
10.7 
2.9 
8.5 
5.5 
10.6 
7.4 
7.1 
7.6 
8.0 
4.0 
5.2 
9.5 
7.1 
Service Route accoun-
and ting, check Load 
Personal park out and order and 
time truck preparationa unloadb 
39.3 
52.8 
45.1 
43.6 
37.8 
27.8 
51.2 
50.7 
41.2 
43.5 
43.6 
47.8 
41.0 
54.0 
35.2 
42.9 
43.6 
Average minutes per route 
7.5 
7.4 
9.7 
8.1 
5.3 
6.4 
8.3 
9.4 
10.2 
8.1 
8.1 
9.1 
6.9 
11.0 
9.1 
7.0 
8.1 
31.1 
38.5 
49.4 
38.0 
31.2 
38.0 
32.2 
46.2 
23.6 
39.2 
38.0 
41.2 
41.1 
34.5 
35.6 
19.6 
38.0 
45 
45 
45 
45 
45 
45 
45 
45 
45 
45 
45 
45 
45 
45 
45 
45 
45 
Driving 
time to 
and from 
route 
37.5 
23.8 
21.8 
30.2 
22.5 
30.8 
39.0 
17.4 
38.7 
35.6 
--30.2 
31.7 
24.5 
31.8 
34.6 
55.6 
30.2 
Total 
169 
174 
176 
172 
152 
151 
184 
174 
169 
179 
172 
182 
166 
180 
165 
180 
172 
aRoute accounting is done primarily on the route between stops; some is done back at the plant. 
bincludes waiting time to load and unload. A fixed amount of 45 minutes per truck estimated from the 
dairies was used. 
CRoutes which have greater than 50% of the customers of one particular customer type are classified to 
that particular customer type. The remaining routes are considered miscellaneous. 
w 
~ 
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with a North Carolina study (Simmons, 1962, p. 8) where, "Approximately 
21% of the total time away from the plant was spent driving between 
stops, 68% in actual delivery and 11% for personal time." 
Many dairies found important the employment of checkers to restock 
and make the display cases attractive in some of the larger stores on 
busy days. The total time "pull-up" men spent in servicing each route 
or customer was unavailable and therefore was excluded from the study. 
In some instances store personnel did the pull-up work. Enumerators 
indicated 10 of the 43 routes studied had some pull-up work done, 
whether by store personnel or by the dairy. 
Delivery time 
Type of route. Nine different delivery functions were examined 
at each customer stop receiving delivery. The time required to per-
form each of these functions was recorded and then summarized by type 
of route, predominant type of customer, and size and type of truck. 
Type of service given a customer was important in the proportion of 
total time allocated to each function. Three of the functions were 
performed only at a few stops and accounted for only a minor propor-
tion of total delivery time. These functions included waiting for a 
customer to open his door; public relations, sales promotion, and 
other miscellaneous delivery functions associated with that stop; and 
re-arranging the load required on some routes after several stops. 
Irregardless of type of service given, all customer stops required the 
functions of securing and writing up the order, putting up the order 
in the truck and delivering it, then checking and collecting for the 
order. Full service involved all of the remaining functions necessary 
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in putting the product before the consumer. In the stores these 
functions included arranging and pre-stocking the display case with 
products from the cooler, marking prices, and stocking the display 
case or cooler with new products, functions not normally performed in 
stores rece i ving limited service. 
The average delivery time per customer stop was 22.0 minutes 
(Table 16). Milk routes required the longest time per customer stop, 
27.9 minutes as compared to 21.8 minutes for ice cream routes and 16.7 
minutes for combination routes. The main reason for the lower average 
for combination routes was the predominance of restaurant stops which 
received a lesser volume. Over one-fourth of the total delivery time 
on all routes was involved in the function delivering the order and 
handling empties and returns. The before mentioned three functions 
not usually performed at each stop amounted to only 6 per cent of the 
total delivery time. 
Predominant type of customer. The amount of time a driver spent 
at a customer stop depended primarily upon the type of stop, volume 
delivered, and service given. As shown in Table 17, delivery time 
per stop varied from an average of 8.8 minutes for routes made up 
predominantly of school customers to 46.5 minut es for large store 
l imited service t ype r outes. The main difference between the latter 
and large store f ull service routes was the time required to put up 
and deliver t he order and stock the display case. Large store limited 
service routes required only one-fourth the time for stocking the dis-
play case or cooler with new products as did large store full service 
routes. Nearly two-thirds of the total delivery time at a customer 
stop for large store limited dervice routes was absorbed in the two 
functions putting up the order and delivering the order. 
Table 16. Average time and proportion of total time per customer stop required to perform delivery 
functions, by type of wholesale route, urban Utah, 1972 
Arrange 
and pre-
Wait stock 
(before display 
delivery case 
Type of functions and/or 
route begin) cooler 
- -- - -- -- --- -· -
Milk 
Ice cream 
Combination 
All routes 
Milk 
Ice cream 
Combination 
All routes 
~ess than 1. 
0.6 
0.5 
0.5 
0.6 
2 
2 
3 
3 
2.4 
2.5 
1.1 
1.8 
9 
12 
7 
8 
Secure 
and/or 
write up 
order 
3.8 
2.5 
3.6 
3.5 
14 
12 
21 
16 
Stock dis-
play case/ 
Put up Deliver cooler 
order order, with new 
(time handle products 
in empties, (mark 
truck) returns prices) 
Minutes Eer stoE 
5.1 8.8 4.6 
3.7 5.0 5.5 
2.9 4.1 2.6 
3.9 6.1 3.9 
Per cent of total time 
18 
17 
17 
18 
32 
23 
25 
27 
16 
25 
16 
18 
Check 
order, 
collect 
or get 
signature 
1.9 
1.5 
1.3 
1.6 
7 
7 
8 
7 
Other 
(public 
relations, 
sales pro-
motion) 
0.3 
0.5 
0.4 
0.4 
1 
2 
2 
2 
Arrange Total 
load cus-
(apart tamer 
from time 
putting per 
up order) route 
0.4 
0.1 
0.2 
0.2 
1 
1 
1 
a 
27.9 
21.8 
16.7 
22.0 
100 
100 
100 
100 
w 
-......1 
Table 17. Average time and proportion of total time per customer stop required to perform delivery 
functions, by predominant type of wholesale customer, urban Utah, 1972 
Arrange Stock dis-
Routes, and pre- play case/ Arrange Total 
by Wait stock Put up Deliver cooler Check Other load cus-
predomi- (before display Secure order order, with new order, (public (apart tamer 
nant delivery case and/or (time handle products collect relations, from time 
type of functions and/or write up in empties, (mark or get sales pro- putting per 
customer begin) cooler order truck) returns prices) signature motion) up order) route 
Minutes per stop 
Small store 0.1 2.7 3.3 4.5 5.3 5.7 1.7 0.3 0.1 23.7 
Lar ge store-- 1.4 3.6 5.0 7.4 10.2 8.9 2.6 0.3 0.4 39.8 
full service 
Large store-- 1.7 1.3 7.5 11.1 17.2 3.8 2.8 0.4 o. 7 46.5 
limited service 
Restaurant 0.5 0.6 3.1 2.5 3.5 1.7 1.2 0.4 0.1 13.6 
School 0.4 0.0 0.7 1.5 4.0 0.7 1.0 0.3 0.2 8.8 
Miscellaneous 0.5 3.2 4.0 4.4 7.7 5.7 1.8 0.4 0.3 28.0 
All routes 0.6 1.8 3.5 3.9 6.1 3.9 1.6 0.4 0.2 22.0 
Per cent of total time 
Small store 1 11 14 19 22 24 7 1 1 100 
Large store-- 4 9 13 18 25 23 6 1 1 100 
full service 
Large store-- 4 3 16 24 37 8 6 1 1 100 
limited service 
Restaurant 4 5 22 18 25 13 9 3 1 100 
School 4 0 8 17 45 8 11 4 3 100 
Miscellaneous 2 12 14 16 27 21 6 1 1 100 
All routes 3 8 16 18 28 17 7 2 1 100 
w 
00 
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The majority of restaurants and school routes received limited 
service which entailed the placement of milk and milk products in 
coolers and dispensers. The stocking of the coolers and dispensers 
with new products amounted to only 13 per cent of total delivery time 
at the customer stop for restaurant type routes and 8 per cent for 
schools. Of the different types of customers, restaurants required 
the largest percentage delivery time for securing and writing up the 
order, 22 per cent. Nearly half of the delivery time at the customer 
stop for school routes was absorbed in delivering the order. 
Size and type of truck. Large variations in total delivery time 
at the customer stop existed between the three van and two trailer 
types of truck routes (Table 18). In general, the larger the truck 
the more delivery time at the customer stop was required. This was 
undoubtedly due to the types of customers serviced by these truck 
sizes. The smaller trucks, which included the greatest proportion 
of combination routes, generally delivered to the low volume customers: 
schools and restaurants. The middle-sized trucks delivered to small 
stores and large stores full service, and the largest trucks to large 
stores limited service. Only a few stops a day would be possible with 
the 32 to 40 foot trailers because an average of 48.3 minutes delivery 
time was spent at each stop. In comparison, the average delivery time 
at the customer stop with the 17 to 18 1/2 foot van was only 18.2 
minutes. With the largest trailer size, 78 per cent of the total 
delivery time at the customer stop was spent securing the order, put-
ting up the order, and delivering the order. This compares to 61 per 
cent for the same functions with the 17 to 18 1/2 foot van size. The 
Table 18. Average time and proportion of total time per customer stop required to perform delivery 
functions, by s i ze and type of wholesale truck, urban Utah, 1972 
Arrange Stock dis-
and pre- play case/ Arrange Total 
Wait stock Put up Deliver cooler Check Other load cus-
Routes, (before display Secure order order, with new order, (public (apart to mer 
by delivery case and/or (time handle products collect relations, from time 
size of functions and/or write up in empties, (mark or get sales pro- putting per 
truck begin) cooler order truck) returns prices) signature motion) up order) route 
Minutes Eer stoE 
13-16' van 0. 5 3.0 3.7 3.6 5.0 5.4 1.5 0.2 0.3 23.2 
1 / --18 1/2' van 0. 4 1.4 2.9 3.2 5.0 3.3 1.4 0.5 0.1 18.2 
20-25' van o. 7 1.4 4.4 4.1 6.8 3.6 1.7 0.2 0.2 23.1 
22-27' trailer o. 9 4.1 5.4 7. 8 12.3 6.0 3.1 0.1 0.6 40.3 
32-40' trailer 3.7 0.4 5.6 12.1 20.2 2.3 2.4 0.6 1.0 48.3 
All routes o. 6 1.8 3.5 3.9 6.1 3.9 1.6 0.4 0.2 22.0 
Per cent of total time 
13-16' van 2 13 16 16 22 23 6 1 1 100 
17-18 1/2' van 2 8 16 18 27 18 8 3 a 100 
20-25' van 3 6 19 18 29 16 7 1 1 100 
22-27' trailer 2 10 13 19 31 15 8 a 2 100 
32-40' trailer 8 1 11 25 42 5 5 1 2 100 
All routes 3 8 16 18 27 18 7 2 1 100 
~ess than 1. 
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larger trailer size routes haq the greatest waiting time at the cus-
tomer stop but the least time in arranging and stocking the display 
case. 
The average value of products and average labor units delivered 
per minute of delivery time at a customer stop and average minutes of 
delivery time per dollar and per labor unit delivered are shown in 
Table 19. Average value of products delivered per minute was greatest 
for milk routes ($4.10), predominantly large store limited service 
routes ($8.00), and 32 to 40 foot trailer routes ($9.30). On the other 
hand, it was the least on combination routes ($2.30), predominantly 
small store type routes ($2.20), and the smallest sized vans ($2.40). 
The reverse was found for average minutes required to deliver one 
dollar of product or one labor unit. 
Truck and Labor Costs 
Truck costs were divided into fixed and variable. Fixed costs 
were incurred irregardless of volume delivered or miles traveled. The 
usual fixed costs of depreciation, interest on investment, license, 
property tax, and insurance resulted in an annual cost per route of 
$2,738 or $9.78 per day (Table 20). Only the most common truck size 
was used in estimating fixed and variable costs because insufficient 
information was available from the dairies on the other sizes. An 
18 foot van with an expected useful life of eight years and no salvage 
value was used as the basis for truck costs. Depreciation was figured 
on average chassis and body costs over the last eight years of $14,000. 
Interest on investment was computed at 3.5 per cent of the purchase 
price. This would amount to slightly more than 7 per cent interest per 
Table 19. Value of products and labor units delivered per minute of delivery time at a wholesale custo-
mer stop and minutes of delivery time per dollar and per labor unit delivered, by type of 
route, predominant type of customer,and size and type of truck, urban Utah, 1972 
Value of products Labor units Minutes Minutes per 
delivered delivered per dollar labor unit 
per minute per minute delivered delivered 
Routes (Dollars/min.) (Labor units/min.) (Min./dollar) (Min./labor unit) 
Type of route 
Milk 4.10 5.2 .24 .19 
Ice cream 3.60 3.5 .27 .28 
Combination 2.30 1.8 .43 .55 
Predominant type 
ot customer 
Small store 2.20 2.8 .45 .36 
Large store--full 4.60 5.8 .22 . 17 
service 
Large store--limited 8.00 9.5 .12 .10 
service 
Restaurant 2.70 2.0 .37 .51 
School 3.10 1.8 .32 .56 
Miscellaneous 2.80 3.3 .36 .30 
Size of truck 
13-16' van 2.40 2.6 .41 .39 
17-18 1/2' van 2.70 2.6 .37 .38 
20-25' van 3.00 3.4 .34 . 29 
22-27' trailer 5.70 6.9 .18 .15 
32-40' trailer 9.30 12.3 .11 .08 
All routes 3.40 3.8 .29 .26 
~ 
N 
Table 20. 
Total 
a 
Summary of fixed and variable truck costs per wholesale 
delivery dairy route, urban Utah, 1972 
2,738 9.78 Total 0.243 
43 
Based on an average of 280 route days per year for each truck. 
bnepreciation figured on average annual chassis and body costs over 
the last eight years of $14,000 for an 18-foot van, eight years of 
useful life, and no salvage value. 
ccomputed at 3.5% of the purchase price which is equal to approxi-
mately 7% on the average investment. 
dBased on observed costs of $100.00 for a license and $1.25 for 
driver's education. The license fee is figured from tax tables for 
a vehicle with a gross vehicle weight of 27,000 pounds. 
eBased on an assessed value of 26 per cent of average investment 
and a tax levy of 100 mills per dollar of assessed value. 
f Based on 40 mi l es traveled per day. 
gBased on operating data from the study. Gas mileage averaged 3.5 
miles per gal l on and gas was purchased at 24¢ per gallon. 
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annum on the average investment over the life of the asset. License, 
property tax, and insurance costs were taken from company records. 
Components of variable costs were gasoline, oil, tires, labor, 
and parts. Gas mileage averaged 3.5 miles per gallon for trucks in 
the 17 to 18 1/2 foot van size range. The cost of gasoline was 24 
cents per gallon. Total variable cost per mile was $0.243. 
Since fixed and variable costs were only available for the 17 to 
18 1/2 foot vans, costs had to be estimated for other sizes. A linear 
relationship was assumed between both fixed and variable costs and 
size of truck. By use of the linear relationship certain limitations 
on the use of results, particularly for larger stores, were present. 
Volume was measured in terms of average value of products and labor 
units delivered per route day. The average value of products and labor 
units delivered per day on routes using 17 to 18 1/2 foot vans was 985 
and 943 respectively (Table 7). Total fixed costs per day and average 
variable costs per mile for other sized trucks were determined by mul-
tiplying the truck costs for operating 17 to 18 1/2 foot vans by the 
average volume (value of products or labor units) delivered per route 
and dividing by the average vo1ume (value of products or labor units) 
delivered on routes using 17 to 18 1/2 foot vans. 
Wholesale truck drivers, dock workers, and some route supervisors 
were paid according to negotiated union contracts as indicated in 
Table 21. Other supervisors were paid a monthly wage. Drivers base 
pay was figured on an hourly basis of $4.01 for a 40 hour week, 52 
weeks a year. Drivers were entitled to two weeks paid vacation, one 
week sick leave, and eight days paid holidays. Drivers also received 
time and one-half for an average of five hours overtime per week. 
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Table 21. Summary of labor costs for a wholesale delivery dairy route, 
urban Utah, 1972 
Load Total 
Wholesale and annual 
Regular route unload labor 
Cost item Rate driver supervisor labor cost 
Dollars 
Base salary a 8341 3333 768 12,442 
Overtirneb $6.015/hr 1426 0 0 1,426 
1 hr/day 
237 day/yr 
Social Security 5.85% on 571 195 45 811 
1st 
$10,200. 
Health, welfare, $42.87/rno 514 172 48 734 
dental 
Pension plan $38.92/rno 467 156 44 667 
Workman's corn- .183% of 18 6 1 25 
pensation total 
earnings 
State unernploy- 1.1% of 46 15 4 65 
rnent tax 1st $4200. 
Federal unern- .3% on 1st 13 4 1 18 
ployment tax $4200. 
Uniforms, laun- $45/yr 45 15 0 60 
dry, etc. 
Total 11,441 3,896 911 16,248 
Average cost per dayc 62.49 
Average cost per minuted .116 
aBase salary for the regular driver was based on an hourly rate of 
$4.01, 40 hours per week, 52 weeks per year. This included an annual 
average of two weeks paid vacation, one week paid sick leave and eight 
days paid holidays. 
Base salary fo r the wholesale route supervisor was determined on an 
annual salary of $10,000. The route supervisor was responsible for 
three routes and did the relief driving. His time and salary were di-
vided equally among the three routes he supervised. 
Base salary for the loading and unloading (dock) help was based on 
an hourly wage rate of $3.94, 260 days/year, and 45 minutes/route day. 
Wage rates for the driver and dock help carne from union contracts. 
b237 days per year equaled 52 weeks per year less two weeks vacation, 
one week sick leave, and eight holidays. 
cEased on 260 working days per year (52 weeks, five days per week). 
dBased on 9 hours or 540 minutes per day. 
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Usually the wholesale route supervisor, who was generally in charge of 
three routes, did the necessary relief driving when the regular driver 
was sick, on vacation, etc. His base salary was approximated at 
$10,000 per year. Loading and unloading dock help were paid on the 
union scale of $3.94 per hour and ordinarily received no overtime. 
Fringe benefits augmented the salaries of the employees. The average 
daily labor cost of operating a wholesale truck was $62.50 or $0.116 
per minute. 
Predicting Equations for Costs Per Customer and Per Unit Delivered 
Frequency distributions of the number of wholesale customer stops 
per route, by type of route, predominant type of customer, and size 
and type of truck are found in Tables 22, 23, and 24 respectively. 
These tables indicate the relevant ranges of volume in terms of labor 
units delivered: Small store and intermediate size of truck types of 
routes were found mainly in the middle volume ranges; large store and 
large size of truck types of routes were in the higher volume ranges; 
and combination routes, predominantly restaurant, school, and miscel-
laneous types of customer routes, and small size of truck routes were 
mainly in the lower volume delivered categories. A high proportion of 
the non-delivery stops were on combination and predominantly restaurant 
and miscellaneous types of customer routes. Two-thirds of all whole-
sale customers receiving delivery received less than 50 labor units. 
These customers were mainly among combination routes, 82 per cent; 
predominantly small store, 64 per cent, restaurant, 86 per cent, and 
school, 97 per cent, routes; and all van routes, 73 per cent. On the 
Table 22. Frequency distribution of milk and milk product customers, by type of wholesale route 
and volume delivered, urban Utah, 1972 
Volume delivered 
(labor units) 
0 
1-5 
6-10 
11-15 
16-20 
21-30 
31-40 
41-50 
51-60 
61-80 
81-100 
101-150 
151-200 
201-300 
301-500 
501+ 
Total 
Milk 
9 
15 
26 
38 
27 
16 
14 
16 
10 
16 
13 
20 
13 
16 
22 
21 
292 
Ice cream Combination All routes 
Number of customers 
10 21 40 
12 74 101 
9 50 85 
12 35 85 
5 32 64 
12 31 59 
14 24 52 
8 11 35 
2 10 22 
8 15 39 
4 11 28 
10 14 44 
3 4 20 
9 1 26 
4 2 28 
1 0 22 
123 335 750 
.f::'-
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Table 23. Frequency distribution of milk and milk product customers, by predominant type of wholesale 
customer and volume delivered, urban Utah, 1972 
Volume 
delivered 
(labor units) 
0 
1-5 
6-10 
11-15 
16-20 
21-30 
31-40 
41-50 
51-60 
61-80 
81-100 
101-150 
151-200 
201-300 
301-500 
501+ 
Total 
Small 
store 
1 
6 
3 
3 
5 
8 
8 
10 
3 
5 
5 
6 
1 
2 
2 
68 
Large store--
full service 
2 
1 
1 
4 
1 
1 
5 
2 
5 
2 
5 
6 
5 
6 
7 
53 
Large store-- Miscel-
limited service Restaurant School laneous 
Number of customers 
2 13 1 21 
69 5 20 
45 15 21 
32 26 20 
27 14 17 
26 4 20 
22 1 16 
9 14 
10 9 
10 19 
8 2 11 
1 5 27 
3 1 9 
7 3 9 
12 1 9 
8 5 
33 281 68 247 
All 
customers 
40 
101 
85 
85 
64 
59 
52 
35 
22 
39 
28 
44 
20 
26 
28 
22 
750 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Table 24. Frequency distribution of milk and milk product customers, by size and type of whole-
sale truck and volume delivered, urban Utah, 1972 
Volume 
delivered 
(labor units) 
0 
1-5 
6-10 
11-15 
16-20 
21-30 
31-40 
41-50 
51-60 
61-80 
81-100 
101-150 
151-200 
201-300 
301-500 
501+ 
Total 
13-16' 
van 
10 
15 
14 
5 
11 
12 
10 
13 
4 
11 
8 
14 
4 
4 
1 
1 
137 
17-18 1/2' 
van 
24 
67 
57 
68 
45 
35 
33 
19 
10 
23 
13 
21 
6 
10 
8 
4 
443 
20-25' 22-27' 32-40' 
van trailer trailer 
Number of customers 
4 2 0 
19 
11 3 
9 3 
6 2 
11 1 
7 1 1 
3 
8 
4 1 
4 3 
3 5 1 
2 6 2 
5 5 2 
5 8 6 
3 7 7 
104 47 19 
All 
trucks 
40 
101 
85 
85 
64 
59 
52 
35 
22 
39 
28 
44 
20 
26 
28 
22 
750 
~ 
\.0 
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other end of t he frequency distribution, the majority of customers 
receiving more than 200 labor units per stop was found among predomi-
nantly large store, 55 per cent, and trailer, 55 per cent, routes. 
Least squares regression analyses were made of del ivery time at 
the customer stop and volume delivered, by type of route. Regression 
equations were developed by both value of product delivered (Table 25) 
and by labor units delivered (Table 26). The B0 coefficient of the 
regression equation was the average constant time required at a stop j 
irregardless of quantity delivered. The B1 coefficient was the 
additional amount of time r equired per dollar of product or l abor u .i c 
delivered. 
Analyses were also made using a quadrat ic function of the rela-
tionship between delivery time at the customer stop and volume de-
livered, but little improvement in the coefficient of determination 
resulted. For simplicity, the linear (least squares) regressions were 
used. 
Based on the regression equations the time required to deliver 
various volumes of milk a t a customer stop was estimated by type of 
route and illus trated in Tables 27 (value of products delivered) and 28 
(labor units delivered) and Figures 1 and 2. These illustrations cover 
only relevant ranges in volume. Milk routes had the largest amount of 
fixed time per stop, 15 . 9 minutes, when volume was measured by dollars 
of products delivered. Also, delivery time per dollar of product deliv-
ered on milk routes decreased from 3.29 minutes for a volume of 5 
dollars to 0 .14 minutes for a volume of 500 dollars. There was little 
difference be tween volume n1easured by value of products delivered and 
volume measured by labor units delivered as illustrated by these tables . 
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Table 25. Summary of regression analysis of value of dairy products 
delivered and delivery time at the customer stop, by type 
of wholesale route, urban Utah, 1972 
Regression Coefficient of 
Type of route equation a determination F-ratio 
*** Milk y = 15.9 + .106 X 0.56 351.8 
*** Ice cream y = 11.8 + .116 X 0.45 90.5 
*** Combination y = 9.6 + .149 X 0.35 166.4 
*** All routes y = 12.6 + .117 X 0.54 820.1 
a The general form of the model was Y = B + B1 X, where Y • total delivery time at the customer stop, 0 
B = estimated constant time at each customer stop, 
B~ = estimated variable time at each customer stop per dollar 
of products delivered, and 
X = dollars of products delivered. 
***Represents significance at the .001 level. 
Table 26. Summary of regression analysis of labor units delivered and 
delivery time at the customer stop, by type of wholesale 
route, urban Utah, 1972 
Type of route 
Milk 
Ice cream 
Combination 
All routes 
Regression 
equation a 
Y = 16.3 + .084 X 
Y = 10.4 + .142 X 
Y = 6.9 + .290 X 
Y = 13.4 + .098 X 
Coefficient of 
determination 
0.61 
0.61 
0.75 
0.60 
F-ratio 
*** 422.1 
*** 172.1 
*** 911.2 
*** 1,032.0 
a The general form of the model was Y = B
0 
+ B1 X, where Y = total delivery time at the customer stop, 
B = estimated constant time at each customer stop, 
B~ = estimated variable time at each customer stop per labor unit 
delivered, and 
X = labor units delivered. 
***Represents significance at the .001 level. 
Table 27. Total delivery time and time per dollar of products delivered per wholesale customer, 
by type of route and volume delivered, urban Utah, 1972 
Milk Ice cream Combination All routes Volume Time 2 minutes Time 3 minutes Time 1 minutes Tirne 1 minytes (dollars) Total Per $ Total Per $ Total Per $ Total Per $ 
0 15.9 11.8 9.6 12.6 5 16.4 3.29 12.4 2.48 10.3 2.07 13.2 2.64 10 17.0 1.70 13.0 1.30 11.1 1.11 13.8 1.38 15 17.5 1.17 13.5 .90 11.8 .79 14.4 .96 20 18.0 . 90 14.1 .71 12.6 .63 14.9 .75 25 18.6 .74 14.7 .59 13.3 .53 15.5 .62 30 19.1 .64 15.3 .51 14.1 .47 16.1 .54 40 20.1 .50 16.4 .41 15.6 .39 17.3 .43 50 21.2 .42 17.6 .35 17.0 .34 18.4 .37 60 22.3 .37 18.8 .31 18.5 .31 19.6 .33 80 24.4 .30 21.1 .26 21.5 .27 22.0 .27 100 26.5 • 26 23.4 .23 24.5 .24 24.3 .24 150 31.8 .21 29.2 .19 32.0 .21 30.2 ~20 200 37.1 .19 35.0 .18 39.4 .20 36.0 .18 300 47.7 .16 46.6 .16 47.7 .16 400 58.3 .15 58.2 .15 59.4 .15 500 68.9 .14 71.1 .14 600 79.5 .13 82.8 .14 1000 121.9 .12 129.6 .13 
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Table 28. Total delivery time and time per labor unit delivered per wholesale customer, by type 
of route and volume delivered, urban Utah, 1972 
Milk Ice cream Combination All routes 
Volume Time 2 minutes Time 2 minutes Time 2 minutes Time 2 minutes (labor units) Total Per LU Total Per LU Total Per LU Total Per LU 
0 16.3 10.4 6.9 13.4 
5 16.7 3.34 11.1 2.22 8.4 1.67 13.9 2.78 
10 17.1 1.71 11.8 1.18 9.8 .98 14.4 1.44 
15 17.6 1.17 12.5 .84 11.2 .75 14.9 .99 
20 18.0 .90 13.2 .66 12.7 .64 15.4 .77 
25 18.4 .74 14.0 .56 14.2 .57 15.8 .63 
30 18.8 .63 14.7 .49 15.6 .52 16.3 .54 
40 19.7 .49 16.1 .40 18.5 .46 17.3 .43 
50 20.5 .41 17.5 .35 21.4 .43 18.3 .37 
60 21.3 .36 18.9 .32 24.3 .40 19.3 .32 
80 23.0 .29 21.8 .27 30.1 .38 21.2 .27 
100 24.7 .25 24.6 .25 35.9 .36 23.2 .23 
150 28.9 .19 31.7 .21 50.4 .34 28.1 .19 
200 33.1 .17 38.8 .19 64.9 .32 33.0 .16 
300 41.5 .14 53.0 .18 42.8 .14 
400 49.9 .12 67.2 .17 52.6 .13 
500 58.3 .12 62.4 .12 
600 66.7 .11 72.2 .12 
1000 100.3 .10 111.4 .11 
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Figure 1. Regression between value of milk and milk products delivered per wholesale customer 
and minutes of delivery time at the stop, by type of route, urban Utah, 1972 
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Figure 2. Regression between labor units of milk and milk products delivered per .wholesale custo-
mer and minutes of delivery time at the stop, by type of route, urban Utah, 1972 
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Similarly, regression analyses were made by predominant type of 
customer routes (Tables 29 and 30) and the results are shown in tabu-
lar form in Tables 31 and 32 and graphically in Figures 3 and 4. The 
estimated delivery time at the customer stop for a volume of 50 labor 
units required approximately 21 minutes for small stores, 27 minutes 
for large stores full service, 18 minutes for restaurants, and 21 min-
utes for miscellaneous routes. Delivery time at a small store where a 
volume of 5 labor units was delivered required 2.43 minutes per labor 
unit; for a small store where 150 labor units were delivered, the de-
livery time was only 0.26 minutes per labor unit. 
The same regression analyses were conducted by size and type of 
truck (Tables 33 and 34). Tables 35 and 36 indicate that for a volume 
of $150 or 150 labor units about 38 minutes of delivery time per cus -
tomer stop would be expected for the two smallest van sizes, 31 minutes 
for the smallest trailer size and around 30 to 34 minutes for the 
larger trailer size. These labor requirements are graphically illus-
trated in Figures 5 and 6. 
These regression coefficients were used for determining the 
direct delivery labor costs per customer in the predicting equations 
which follow. Predicting equations were developed for wholesale dairy 
truck and labor costs by type of route, predominant type of customer , 
and by size and type of truck. These equations were a modified form 
of those used in an earlier study (Cook, 1956). Allocations of truck 
and labor costs were made from the formulas explained on page 67. 
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Table 29. Summary of regression analysis of value of dairy products 
delivered and delivery time at the customer stop, by pre-
dominant type of wholesale customer, urban Utah, 1972 
Regression Coefficient of 
Type of customer equation a determination F-ratio 
*** Small store y = 10.5 + .248 X 0.82 296.1 
Large store--full y = 23.4 + .078 X 0.65 87.2*** 
service 
** Large store-- y = 28.5 + .048 X 0.21 7.7 
limited service 
*** Restaurant y = 9.5 + .104 X 0.30 115.6*** 
School y = 3.4 + .230 X 0.26 20.9*** 
Miscellaneous y - 11.6 + .201 X 0.66 423.0*** 
All customers y = 12.6 + .117 X 0.54 820.1 
aThe general form of the model was Y = B
0 
+ B1 X, where Y = total delivery time at the customer stop, 
B = estimated constant time at each customer stop, 
B~ = estimated variable time at each customer stop per dollar 
of products delivered, and 
X = dollars of products delivered. 
**Represents significance at the .01 level. 
***Represents significance at the .001 level. 
Table 30. Summary of regression analysis of labor units delivered and 
delivery time at the customer stop, by predominant type of 
wholesale customer, urban Utah, 1972 
Type of customer 
Small store 
Large store--full 
service 
Large store--
limited service 
Restaurant 
School 
Miscellaneous 
All customers 
Regression' 
equation a 
Y = 11.2 + .188 X 
Y = 23.6 + .061 X 
Y = 32.4 + .032 X 
y = 
y = 
8.0 
3.2 
y = 12.5 
Y a 13.4 
+ .197 X 
+ . 465 X 
+ .168 X 
+ .098 X 
Coefficient of 
determination 
0.84 
0.62 
0.18 
0.60 
0.24 
0.80 
0.60 
F-ratio 
*** 
329.5*** 
78.5 
* 6.5 
*** 
403.1*** 
19.0*** 
847.1*** 
1,032.0 
aThe general form of the model was Y = B
0 
+ B1 X, where Y = total delivery time at the customer stop, 
B = est i mated constant time at each customer stop, 
B~ = estimated variable time at each customer stop per labor unit 
delivered, and 
X = labor units delivered. 
*Represents significance at the .05 level. 
**Represents significance a t the .001 level. 
Table 31. Total delivery time and time per dollar of products delivered per wholesale customer, by pre-
dominant type of customer and volume delivered, urban Utah, 1972 
Large store-- Large store-- Mis.cel- All 
Small store full limited Restaurant School laneous customers 
Volume Time, minutes Time, minutes Time~ minutes Time~ minutes Time, minutes Time, minutes Time minutes 
(Value) Total Per $ Total Per $ Total Per $ Total Per $ Total Per $ Total Per $ Total Per $ 
0 10.5 23.4 28.5 9.5 3.4 11.6 12.6 
5 11.7 2.35 10.0 2.00 4.6 .91 12.6 2.52 13.2 2.64 
10 13.0 1.30 10.5 1.05 5.7 .57 13.6 1.36 13.8 1.38 
15 14.2 .95 11.1 .74 6.8 .46 14.6 .97 14.4 .96 
20 15.5 .77 11.6 .58 8.0 .40 15.6 .78 14.9 .75 
25 16.7 .67 12.1 .48 9.2 • 37 16.6 .66 15.5 .62 
30 17.9 .60 12.6 .42 10.3 .34 17.6 .59 16.1 .54 
40 20.4 .51 26.5 .66 13.7 .34 12.6 .32 19.6 .49 17.3 .43 
so 22.9 .46 27.3 .55 14.7 .29 21.6 .43 18.4 .37 
60 25.4 .42 28.1 .47 15.7 .26 23.7 .39 19.6 .33 
80 30.3 . 38 29.6 .37 17.8 .22 27 ·. 7 .35 22.0 .27 
100 35.3 . 35 31.2 .31 19.9 .20 31.7 .32 24.3 .24 
150 47.7 .32 35.1 .23 35.7 .24 25.1 .17 41.8 .28 30.2 .20 
200 39.0 .20 38.1 .19 30.3 .15 51.8 .26 36.0 .18 
300 46.8 .16 42.9 .14 71.9 .24 47.7 .16 
400 54.6 .14 47.7 .12 92.0 .23 59.4 .15 
500 62.4 .12 52.5 .10 112.1 .22 71.1 .14 
600 70.2 .12 57.3 .10 132.2 .22 82.8 .14 
1000 101.4 .10 76.5 .08 212.6 .21 129.6 .13 
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Table 32. Total delivery time and time per labor unit delivered per wholesale customer, by predomi-
nant type of customer and volume delivered, urban Utah, 1972 
Large store-- Large store-- Miscel- All 
Volume Small store full limited Restaurant School laneous customers 
(tabor Time~ minutes Time, minutes Time, minutes Time, minutes Time, minutes Timez minutes Time 2 minutes 
units) Total Per LU Total Per LU Total Per LU Total Per LU Total Per LU Total Per LU Total Per LU 
-
0 11.2 23.6 32.4 8.0 3.2 12.5 13.4 
5 12.1 2.43 9.0 1.80 5.5 1.10 13.3 2.67 13.9 2.78 
10 13.1 1.31 10.0 1.00 7.8 .78 14.2 1.42 14.4 1.44 
15 14.0 .93 11.0 .73 10.2 .68 15.0 1.00 14.9 .99 
20 15.0 .75 11.9 .60 12.5 .62 15.9 .79 15.4 .77 
25 15.9 .64 12.9 .52 14.8 .59 16.7 .67 15.8 .63 
30 16.8 .56 13.9 .46 17.2 .57 17.5 .58 16.3 .54 
40 18.7 .47 26.0 .65 15.9 .40 21.8 .54 19.2 .48 17.3 .43 
50 20.6 .41 26.6 .53 17.8 .36 20.9 .42 18.3 . 37 
60 22.5 • 37 27.3 .45 19.8 .33 22.6 .38 19.3 .32 
80 26.2 .33 28.5 .36 23.8 .30 25.9 .32 21.2 .27 
100 30.0 . 30 29.7 .30 27.7 .28 29.3 .29 23.2 .23 
150 39.4 .26 32.8 .22 37.2 .25 37.6 .25 37.7 .25 28.1 .19 
200 35.8 .18 38.8 .19 47.4 .24 46.1 .23 33.0 .16 
300 41.9 .14 42.0 .14 62.9 .21 42.8 .14 
400 48.0 .12 45.2 .11 79.7 .20 52.6 .13 
500 54.1 .11 48.4 .10 96.5 .19 62.4 .12 
600 60.2 .10 51.6 .09 113.3 .19 72.2 .12 
1000 84.6 .08 64.4 .06 180.5 .18 111.4 .11 
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Figure 3. Regression between value of milk and milk products delivered per wholesale customer and 
minutes of delivery time at the stop, by predominant type of customer, urban Utah, 1972 0"1 
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Figure 4. Regression between labor units of milk and milk products delivered per wholesale custo-
mer and minutes of delivery time at the stop, by predominant type of customer, urban 
Utah, 1972 
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Table 33. Summary of regression analysis of value of dairy products 
delivered and delivery time at the customer stop, by size 
and type of wholesale truck, urban Utah, 1972 
Size and kind Regression Coefficient of 
of truck equation a determination F-ra tio 
*** 13-16' van y = 12.8 I . 170 X 0 .48 111.3*** T 
17-18 1/2' van y = 8 .2 + .196 X 0. 62 670.9*** 
20-25 l van y = 9.9 + .189 X 0.79 373.8*** 
22-27' trailer y = 19.7 + .079 X 0.63 70.5*** 
32-40. trailer y = 22 .6 + .049 X 0.54 18.8 
*** All trucks y = 12.6 + . 117 X 0 . 54 820.1 
aThe general form of the model was Y = B
0 
+ B1 X, where Y = total del ivery time at the customer stop, 
B = estimated constant time at each customer stop, 
B~ = estimated variable time at each customer stop per dollar 
of products delivered, and 
X = dollars of products delivered. 
***Represents significance at the .001 level. 
Table 34. Summary of regression analysis of labor units delivered 
and delivery time at the customer stop, by size and t ype 
of wholesale truck, urban Utah, 1972 
Size and kind 
of truck 
13-16' van y ICZ 
17-18 1 /2' van y = 
20-25' van y = 
22- 27' trailer y = 
32-40' trailer y = 
All trucks y = 
Regression 
equation a 
12 . 0 + .173 
8.7 + .195 
11.3 + .146 
20.1 + .064 
29.6 + . 027 
13.4 + .098 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Coefficient of 
determination 
0.70 
0.8 2 
0. 83 
0 . 67 
0.36 
0.60 
F-ratio 
*** 
282.9*** 
1, 918 .9*** 
470.5*** 
84.0** 
9.1 
*** 1, 032.0 
a The general form of the model was Y • B
0 
+ B1 X, where Y = total del ivery time at the customer stop, 
B = estimated constant time a t each customer stop, 
B~ = estimat ed variable time at each customer stop per labor unit 
delivered, and 
X = labor units delivered. 
**Represents significance at the .01 level. 
***Represents signific~nce &t the .001 level. 
Table 35. Total delivery time and time per dollar of products delivered per wholesale customer, 
by size and type of truck and volume delivered, urban Utah, 1972 
17-18 1/2' 22-27' 32-40' 
13-16' van van 20-25' van trailer trailer All trucks 
Volume Time~ minutes Time~ minutes Time~ minutes Time 2 minutes Time~ minut es Time 2 minutes (dollars) Total Per $ Tot al Per $ Total Per $ Total Per $ Total Per $ Total Per $ 
0 12.8 8.2 9.9 19.7 22.6 12.6 
5 13.6 2.73 9.2 1.84 10.8 2.17 13.2 2.64 
10 14.5 1.45 10.2 1.02 11.8 - 1.18 13.8 1.38 
15 15.4 1.02 11.1 .74 12 . 7 .85 14.4 .96 
20 16.2 .81 12.1 .61 13.7 .68 21.3 1.06 14.9 . 75 
25 17.0 .68 13.1 .52 14.6 .58 21.7 .87 15.5 .62 
30 17.9 .60 14.1 .47 15.6 .52 22.1 .74 16.1 .54 
40 19.6 .49 16.0 .40 17.5 .44 22.9 .57 17.3 .43 
50 21.3 .43 18.0 . 36 19.4 .39 23.6 .47 18.4 .37 
60 23.0 .38 20.0 .33 21.2 .35 24.4 .41 19.6 .33 
80 26.4 .33 23.9 .30 25.0 .31 26.0 . 33 22.0 .27 
100 29.8 .30 27.8 .28 28.8 .29 27.6 .28 27.5 .28 24.3 .24 
150 38.3 .26 37.6 .25 38.2 .26 31.6 .21 30.0 .20 30.2 .20 
200 46.8 .23 47.4 .24 47.7 .24 35.5 .18 32.4 .16 36.0 .18 
300 67.0 .22 66.6 .22 43.4 .14 37.3 .12 47.7 .16 
400 86.6 . 22 85.5 .21 51.3 .13 42.2 .11 59.4 .15 
500 104.4 .21 59.2 .12 47.1 . 09 71.1 .14 
600 67.1 .11 52.0 .09 82.8 .14 
1000 71.6 .07 129.6 .13 
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Table 36. Total delivery time and time per labor unitdelivered per wholesale customer, by size 
and type of truck and volume delivered, urban Utah, 1972 
17-18 1/2' 22-27' 32-40' 
Volume 13-16' van van 20-25' van trailer trailer All trucks 
(labor Time, minutes Time 2 minutes Time 2 minutes Time 2 minutes Time 2 minutes Time 2 minutes 
units) Total Per LU Total Per LU Total Per LU Total Per LU Total Per LU Total Per LU 
0 12.0 8.7 11.3 20.1 29.6 13.4 
5 12.9 2.57 9.7 1.94 12.0 2.41 13.9 2.78 
10 13. 7 1.37 10.6 1.06 12.8 1.28 14.4 1.44 
15 14.6 .97 11.6 .78 13.5 .90 14.9 .99 
20 15.5 .77 12.6 .63 14.2 . 71 21.4 1.07 15.4 .77 
25 16.3 .65 13.6 .54 15.0 .60 21.7 .87 15.8 .63 
30 17.2 .57 14.6 .48 15.7 .52 22.0 .73 16.3 .54 
40 18.9 .47 16.5 .41 17.1 .43 22.7 .57 17.3 .43 
50 20.6 .41 18.4 .37 18.6 .37 23.3 .47 18.3 .37 
60 22.4 .37 20.4 .34 20.1 .33 23.9 .40 19.3 . 32 
80 25.8 .32 24.3 .30 23.0 .29 25.2 . 32 21.2 . 27 
100 29.3 .29 28.2 .28 25.9 .26 26.5 .26 32.3 .32 23.2 .23 
150 38.0 .25 38.0 .25 33.2 .22 29.7 .20 33.6 .22 28.1 .19 
200 46.6 . 23 47.7 .24 40.5 .20 32.9 .16 35.0 .18 33.0 .16 
300 67.2 .22 55.1 .18 39.3 .13 37.7 .13 42.8 .14 
400 86.7 .22 69.7 .17 45.7 .11 40.4 .10 52.6 .13 
500 84.3 .17 52.1 .10 43.1 .09 62.4 .12 
600 58.5 .10 45.8 .08 72.2 .12 
1000 56.6 .06 111.4 .11 
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Figure 5. Regression between value of milk and milk products delivered per wholesale customer and 
minutes of delivery time at the stop, by size and type· of truck, urban Utah, 1972 0'\ \.11 
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Figure 6. Regression between labor units of milk and milk products delivered per wholesale custo-
mer and minutes of delivery time at the stop, by size and type of truck, urban Utah, 
1972 
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= 
customer truck cost 
fixed truck costs per day, in dollars (Table 
quantity of milk delivered per route by 
type of route (Table 5) 
predominant type of customer (Table 37) 
size and type of truck (Table 7) 
20) 
QB = quantity of milk delivered on a 17-18 1/2' van 
{Table 7) 
Q = quantity of milk delivered per stop 
type of route (Table 5) 
predominant type of customer (Table 37) 
size and type of truck (Table 7) 
V = variable truck costs per route mile, in dollars 
(Table 20) 
M = miles driven per route day (Table 14) 
S = number of stops (Table 14) 
CLC = [B (.Q_) + (Bl + XlD) (S-1) QJ LP h QR + B2 + x2 :, w ere 0 s 
CLC = customer labor cost 
B = indirect delivery time per route day, in minutes 
0 (Table 15) 
Q = quantity of milk delivered per stop 
type of route (Table 5) 
predominant type of customer (Table 37) 
size and type of truck (Table 7) 
QR = quantity of milk delivered per route 
type of route (Table 5) 
predominant type of customer (Table 37) 
size and type of truck (Table 7) 
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B1 = constant, driving time between stops, in minutes (p. 32) 
xl = variable, driving time between stops, in minutes (p. 32) 
D = distance between stops, in miles (Table 14) 
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S = number of stops (Table 14) 
B2 = constant, direct delivery time per stop, in minutes, by 
type of route (Tables 25 and 26) 
predominant type of customer (Tables 29 and 30) 
size and type of truck (Tables 33 and 34) 
x2 = variable, direct delivery time per stop, in minutes, by 
type of route (Tables 25 and 26) 
predominant type of customer (Tables 29 and 30) 
size and type of truck (Tables 33 and 34) 
LP = labor cost per minute, in dollars (Table 21) 
Fixed and variable truck costs were determined for the most common 
size of truck and were not available for other sizes. Total fixed and 
variable truck costs for all other routes were assumed to be linear 
according to the volume delivered on the route in relation to volume 
delivered on the 17 to 18 1/2 foot van. Further research is needed to 
determine whether or not fixed and variable truck costs are linear in 
relation to size and type of truck. 
Average volume delivered per day and per wholesale customer on 
predominant type of customer routes is shown in Table 37. The average 
value of products delivered per day on a route of large stores with 
limited service was $2311. This was nearly three times the average 
value distributed on small store and restaurant routes. On a per 
customer basis the value of products left at a large store limited 
service route was seven times greater than the value of products left 
at small store and restaurant routes. These differences became greater 
~ 
when volume was measured in terms of labor units instead of value. 
Restaurant and school customers were particularly low volume customers, 
receiving only 27 and 16 labor units as compared to 443 labor units 
for large store limited servir.e customers. 
•:'. 
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Table 37. Value of products and labor units delivered per wholesale 
customer stop and per route day, by predominant type of 
customer, urban Utah, 1972 
Volume Volume 
Predomi- delivered per delivered per 
nant Numb er Number of customer StOJ2 route dal 
type of of customer Labor Labor 
customer routes stops Dollars units Dollars units 
Small store 4 67 53 66 884 1,112 
Large store- - 5 51 182 231 1,855 2,354 
full service 
Large store-- 5 31 373 443 2,311 2,747 
limited service 
Restaurant 10 268 36 27 970 714 
School 3 67 27 16 613 351 
Miscellaneous 16 226 78 93 1,102 1,309 
All customers 43 710 75 83 1,245 1,374 
The total cos t per customer stop receiving delivery was the sum-
mation of customer truck cost (CTC) and customer labor cost (CLC). All 
customer truck and labor costs and cost per dollar and per labor unit 
delivered were summarized on a r oute basis, by type of route (Tables 
38-41), predominant type of customer (Tables 42-45) and size and type 
of truck (Tables 46- 49). The first two tables of each route category 
(Tables 38 and 39, 42 and 43, 46 and 47) indicate truck and labor cost 
by dollar value of products delivered, and the last two tables (Tables 
40 and 41, 44 and 45, 48 and 49) by labor units delivered. Truck and 
labor costs were summarized in dollars and per cent. Using volume 
measured in labor units the average cost of servicing a customer on a 
milk route was $8.53 (Table 39), as compared to an ice cream route, 
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$6.17, and a combination route, $4.01. The cost of servicing a school 
on school type routes was $3.17 (Table 45), as compared to a small 
store, $5.76, and a large store limited service, $19.17. However, the 
cost per labor unit delivered for these same customers was $0.198, 
$0.087, and $0.043 respectively. Customer truck and labor costs 
similarly became greater with increases in truck size while the cost 
per labor unit delivered decreased. Compared to the operation of 17 
to 18 1/2 foot vans, 32 to 40 foot trailers were four times as expen-
sive on a per customer stop basis, but the cost per labor unit deliv-
ered was less than half. 
Fixed truck costs were about the same as variable truck costs on 
an average route. Truck costs contributed 28 per cent to average route 
costs and labor costs contributed 72 per cent. This proportion was 
about 50-50 for the large customers and large trailers. The largest 
single component of customer truck and labor costs for all routes was 
direct delivery costs , which accounted for 41 per cent. Indirect 
delivery costs amounted to one-fifth of the total truck and labor cost. 
The use of value of products in place of labor units resulted in 
slightly less cost per customer to larger stores and larger trucks 
and slightly more to restaurants. The use of value resulted in less 
variations of cost per unit delivered than did the use of labor units. 
Through the use of the predicting equations, the effect of dif-
ferent volumes delivered at customer stops on various sizes and types 
of trucks was determined (Tables 50 and 51). The three limiting 
factors on route volume were the driver's daily delivery time, capacity 
of the wholesale truck, and average volume delivered per route day at 
customer stops. Drivers in this study worked an average of 10.7 hours 
Table 38. Predicting equation for customer truck and labor costs using volume in terms of value of 
products delivered, by type of wholesale route, urban Utah, 1972 
Type of route 
Milk 
Ice cream 
Combination 
All routes 
Truck cost 
Fixed Variable 
F (~)(~) + v (~) (~) 
9.78 1473 114 
985 1473 
1122 _1.2 
9. 78 985 1122 
936 _12 
9.78 985 936 
1245 _12 
9.78 985 1245 
.243 1473 41.1 
985 12.9 
.243 1122 36.8 
985 14.1 
.243 936 44.5 
~~- 24.2 
.243 ---=-- --
Labor cost 
Indirect Between stoEs Direct delivery 
[Bo(~ (B1 + x1 D) (S-1) + B 2 + X2Q _] s 
114 [2.8+1.9(2.0)]11.9 15.9 .106(114) 169 1473 12.9 
79 [2.8+1.9(2.1)]13.! 11.8 .116(79) 174 ---- -. -
39 
176 936 
172 _12. 
[2.8+1.9(1.6)]23.2 
24.2 
[2.8+1.9(1.8)]15.5 
16.5 
9.6 .149(39) 
12.6 .il7(75) 
LP 
.116 
.116 
.116 
.116 
-....! 
1--' 
Table 39. Summary of predicting equation, truck and labor costs per customer stop and per dollar of 
products delivered, by type of wholesale route, urban Utah, 1972 
Routes, by 
type of route 
Milk 
Ice cream 
Combination 
All routes 
Milk 
Ice cream 
Combination 
All routes 
Truck cost 
Fixed 
1.13 
0.78 
0.39 
0.74 
14 
13 
10 
13 
Variable 
1.16 
0.72 
0.42 
0.77 
15 
12 
10 
13 
Total 
2.29 
1.50 
0.81 
1.51 
29 
25 
20 
26 
Indirect 
delivery 
1.52 
1.42 
0.85 
1.20 
20 
23 
21 
20 
Labor cost 
Between Direct 
stops delivery 
Dollars 
0.71 3.25 
0.73 2.43 
0.65 1.79 
0.68 2.48 
Per cent 
9 
12 
16 
12 
42 
40 
43 
42 
Total 
5.48 
4.58 
3.29 
4.36 
71 
75 
80 
74 
Total truck 
and 
labor cost 
7. 77 
6.08 
4.10 
5. 8.7 
100 
100 
100 
100 
Total 
cost per 
dollar 
delivered 
• 068 
. 077 
.105 
• 078 
-.....J 
N 
Table 40. Predicting equation for customer truck and labor costs using volume in terms of labor units 
delivered, by type of wholesale route, urban Utah, 1972 
Type of route 
Milk 
Ice cream 
Combination 
All routes 
Truck cost 
Fixed 
F (~)(%R)+ 
1855 144 9
•
78 943 1855 
1082 _11 
9. 78 943 1082 
9.78 741 943 
31 
741 
1374 83 
9.78 943 1374 
Variable 
v (~) (~) 
243 1855 41.1 
. 943 12.9 
.243 1082 36.8 
943 14.1 
.243 . 741 44.5 
943 24.2 
·. 243 1374 41.3 
943 16.5 
Indirect 
[ Bo (%R} 
144 169 1855 
174 77 
176 31 741 
83 
172 1374 
Labor cost 
Between stoEs Direct delivery 
(B1 + x1 D) (S-1) +. B2 s 
+ X2Q J 
[2.8+1.9(2.0)]11.9 16.3 .084(144) 12.9 
[2.8+1.9(2.1)]13.1 10.4 .142(77) 
14.1 
[2.8+1.9(1.6)]23.2 
24.2 
[2.8+1.9(1.8)]15.5 
16.5 
6.9 .290(31) 
13.4 .098(83) 
LP 
.116 
.116 
.116 
.116 
---.1 
L.V 
Table 41. Summary of predicting equation, truck and labor costs per customer stop and per labor unit 
delivered, by type of wholesale route, urban Utah, 1972 
Routes, by 
type of route 
Milk 
Ice ~ream 
Combination 
All routes 
Milk 
Ice cream 
Combination 
All routes 
Truck cost 
Fixed 
1.49 
0.80 
0.32 
0.86 
17 
13 
8 
14 
Var i abl e 
1.52 
0.73 
0.35 
0.89 
18 
12 
9 
14 
Total 
3.01 
1.53 
0.67 
1.75 
35 
25 
17 
28 
Indirect 
delivery 
1.52 
1.44 
0.85 
1.21 
18 
23 
21 
20 
Labor cost 
Between Direct 
stops delivery 
Dollars 
0. 71 3.29 
0. 7 3 2.47 
0.65 1.84 
0.68 2.50 
Per cent 
8 
12 
16 
11 
39 
40 
46 
41 
Total 
5.52 
4.64 
3.34 
4.39 
65 
75 
83 
72 
Total truck 
and 
labor cost 
8.53 
6.17 
4.01 
6.14 
100 
100 
100 
100 
Total 
cost per 
labor unit 
delivered 
.059 
.080 
.129 
.074 
-....! 
~ 
Table 42. Predicting equation for customer truck and labor costs using volume in terms of value of prod-
ucts delivered, by predominant type of wholesale customer, urban Utah, 1972 
Routes, by Truck cost Labor cost Fixed Variable Indirect Between stops Direct delivery predominant 
type of F (~)(~R)+ v (~) ~) [so(~ (B1 + x1 D) _ (S-1) + B + X2Q J LP customer s 2 
Small store 9.78 884 53 • 243 884 38.2 53 [2.8+li::~-6)]15.8 10.5 .248(53) .116 985 884 985 16.8 152 884 
Large store-- 9.78 1855 182 243 1855 30.9 182 [ 2 · 8+li~:~· 2)] 9• 2 23.4 .078(182) .116 f ~tll service 985 1855 . 985 10.2 151 1855 
Large store-- 9.78 2311 373 243 2311 40.7 373 [ 2 · 8+1 ·~:~· 4 )] 5 · 2 28.5 .048(373) .116 limited 985 2311 . 985 6.2 184 ·2311 
service 
Restaurant 9.78 970 36 .243 970 43.-8 36 [2.8+1.9(1.5)]25.8 9 • 5 . 1 04 ( 3 6) .116 985 970 985 26.8 174 970 26.8 
School 9.78 613 27 .243 613 51.6 27 [2.8+1.9(1.7)]21.3 3.4 .230(27) .116 985 613 985 22.3 169 613 22.3 
Miscellaneous 9.78 1102 78 243 1102 41.9 78 [2.8+li~:~·9)]13.1 11.6 .201(78) .116 985 1102 . 985 14.1 179 1102 
All routes 9.78 1245 75 243 1245 41.3 75 [2.8+1i!:~·8).]15.5 12.6 .l17(75) .116 985 1245 . 985 16.5 172 1245 
-.......J 
V1 
Table 43. Summary of predicting equation, truck and labor costs per customer stop and per dollar of prod-
ucts delivered, by predominant type of wholesale customer, urban Utah, 1972 
Total 
Routes, by Truck cost Labor cost Total truck cost per 
type of Indirect Between Direct and dollar 
customer Fixed Var iable Total del i very stops delivery Total labor cost delivered 
Dollars 
Small store 0.53 0.50 1.03 1.06 0.64 2.74 4.44 5.47 .103 
Large store-- 1.81 1.39 3.20 1.72 0.73 4.36 6.81 10.01 . 055 
full service 
Lar. ze store-- 3.70 3.74 7.44 3.44 1.09 5.38 9.91 17.35 . 047 
limited service 
Restaurant 0.36 0.39 0.75 0.75 0.63 1.54 2.92 3.67 .102 
School 0.27 0.35 0.62 0.86 0.67 1.11 2.64 3.26 .121 
Miscellaneous 0.77 0.81 1.58 1.47 0.69 3.16 5.32 6.90 • 082 
All routes 0.74 0.77 1.51 1.20 0.68 2.48 4.36 5.87 . 078 
Per cent 
Small store 10 9 19 19 12 50 81 100 
Large store-- 18 14 32 17 7 44 68 100 
full service 
Large store-- 21 22 43 20 6 31 57 100 
limited service 
Restaurant 10 10 20 20 18 42 80 100 
School 8 11 19 26 21 34 81 100 
Miscellaneous 11 12 23 21 10 46 77 100 
All routes 13 13 26 20 12 42 74 100 
.......,J 
0'\ 
Table 44 . Predicting equation for customer truck and labor costs using volume in terms of labor units 
delivered, by predominant type of wholesale customer, urban Utah, 1972 
Routes, by Truck cost Labor cost Fixed Variable Indirect Between stops Direct delivery Predominant 
type of F (~)(~)+ v (~) (~) [Bo (%rJ+ (Bl + x1 D) (S-1) + B + X2Q J LP customer s 2 
Small store 9.78 1112 66 243 1112 38.2 66 [2.8+1.9(1.6)]15.8 11.2 .188(66) .116 943 1112 . 943 16.8 152 1112 16.8 
Large store-- 9.78 2354 231 243 2354 30.9 231 [2.8+1.9(2.2)] 9.2 23. 6 . 061 (231) .116 f•1ll service 943 2354 . 943 10.2 151 2354 10.2 
Large store-- 2747 443 243 2747 40.7 443 [2.8+1.9(4.4)] 5.2 limited 9.78 184 2747 32.4 .032(443) .116 943 2747 . 943 6.2 6.2 service 
Restaurant 9.78 714 27 .243 714 43.8 27 [2.8+1.9(1.5)]25.8 8.0 .197(27) .116 943 714 943 26.8 174 714 26.8 
School 9.78 351 16 .243 351 51.6 16 [2.8+1.9(1.7)]21.3 3. 2 . 465 (16) .116 943 351 943 22.3 169 351 22.3 
Miscellaneous 9.78 1309 93 243 1309 41.9 93 [2.8+1.9(1.9)]13.1 12.5 .168(93) .116 943 1309 . 943 14.1 179 1309 14.1 
All routes 9.78 1374 83 243 1374 41.3 83 [2.8+1.9(1.8)]15.5 13.4 .098(83) .116 943 1374 . 943 16.5 172 1374 16.5 
-.....J 
-.....J 
Table 45. Summary of predicting equation, truck and labor costs per customer stop and per labor unit 
delivered, by predominant type of wholesale customer, urban Utah, 1972 
Total 
Routes, by Truck cost Labor cost Total truck cost per 
type of Indirect Between Direct and labor unit 
customer Fixed Variable Total delivery stops delivery Total labor cost delivered 
Dollars 
Small store 0.68 0.65 1.33 1.05 0.64 2.74 4.43 5.76 .087 
Large store-- 2.40 1.84 4.24 1.72 0.73 4.37 6.82 11.06 .048 
full service 
Larze store-- 4.59 4.65 9.24 3.44 1.09 5.40 9.93 19.17 .043 
limited service 
Restaurant 0.28 0.30 0.58 0.76 0.63 1.55 2.94 3.52 .130 
School 0.17 0.21 0.38 0.89 0.67 1.23 2.79 3.17 .198 
Miscellaneous 0.96 1.00 1.96 1.48 0.69 3.26 5.43 7.39 .079 
All routes 0.86 0.89 1.75 1.21 0.68 2.50 4.39 6.14 .074 
Per cent 
Small store 12 11 23 18 11 48 77 100 
Large store-- 21 17 38 16 7 39 62 100 
full service 
Large store-- 24 24 48 18 6 28 52 100 
limited service 
Restaurant 8 8 16 22 18 44 84 100 
School 5 7 12 28 21 39 88 100 
Miscellaneous 13 14 27 20 9 44 73 100 
All routes 14 14 28 20 11 41 72 100 
., 
~ 
00 
Table 46. Predicting equation for customer truck and labor costs using volume in terms of value of prod-
ucts delivered, by size and type of wholesale truck, urban Utah, 1972 
Routes, 
by size 
and type 
of truck 
13-16' van 
17-18 1/2' van 
20-25' van 
22-27' trailer 
32-40' trailer 
All routes 
F 
9.78 
9.78 
9.78 
9.78 
9.78 
9.78 
Truck cost 
Fixed Variable 
(~) (~) + v (~) (~) 
898 57 
• 243 898 49.1 985 898 985 15.9 
985 49 
.243 985 38.3 985 985 985 20.0 
1136 68 2431136 44.7 
985 1136 • 985 16.7 
2072 230 243 2072 35.5 
985 2072 • 985 9.0 
2832 447 
.243 2832 45.6 
985 2832 985 6.3 
1245 75 243 1245 41.3 
985 1245 . 985 16.5 
Indirect 
[ Bo (%-Jt 
57 
182 898 
49 
166 985 
68 180 1136 
230 165 2072 
447 180 2832 
75 172 1245 
Labor cost 
Between stops 
(B1 + X1 D) (S-1) 
s 
[2.8+1.9{2.32]14.9 
15.9 
[2.8+1.9{1.5}]19.0 
20.0 
[2.8+1.9(1.82]15.7 
16.7 
[2.8+1.9{2.6}] 8.0 
9.0 
[2.8+1.9{2.9}] 5.3 
6.3 
[2.8+1.9{1.8}]15.5 
16.5 
Direct delivery 
+ B2 + XzQ J 
12~8 .170(57) 
8.2 .196(49) 
9. 9 .189 (68) 
LP 
.116 
.116 
•. 116 
19.7 .079(230) .116 
22.6 .049(447) .116 
12.6 .117(75) .116 
-.....1 
\.0 
Table 47. Summary of predicting equation, truck and labor costs per customer stop and per dollar of prod-
ucts delivered, by size and type of wholesale truck, urban Utah, 1972 
Total 
Routes, by Truck cost Labor cost Total truck cost per 
by type Indirect Between Direct and dollar 
of truck Fixed Variable Total delivery stops delivery Total labor cost delivered 
Dollars 
13-16' van 0.57 0.68 1.25 1.34 0.78 2.61 4.73 5.98 .105 
17-18 1/2' van 0.49 0.47 0.96 0.96 0.62 2.07 3.65 4.61 .{)94 
20--·25' van o. 68 0.75 1.43 1.25 0.68 2.64 4.57 6.00 .088 
22-27' trailer 2.28 2.02 4.30 2.12 0.80 4.39 7.31 11.61 .050 
32-40' trailer 4.44 5.06 9.50 3.30 0.81 5.16 9.27 18.77 • 042 
All routes 0.74 0.77 1.51 1. 20 0.68 2.48 4.36 5.87 .078 
Per cent 
13-16' van 10 11 21 22 13 44 79 100 
17-18 1/2' van 11 10 21 21 13 45 79 100 
20-25' van 11 13 24 21 11 44 76 100 
22-27' trailer 20 17 37 18 7 38 63 100 
32-40' trailer 24 27 51 18 4 27 49 100 · 
All routes 13 13 26 20 12 42 74 100 
co 
0 
Table 48 . Predicting equation for customer truck and labor costs using volume in terms of labor units 
delivered, by size and type of wholesale truck, urban Utah, 1972 
Routes, Truck cost Labor cost Fixed Variable Indirect Between stops Direct delivery by size 
and type F (~)(~)+ v (~) (]) [ Bo (§R} (B1 + x1 D) (S-1) + B + X2Q J LP of truck s 2 
13-16' van 9.78 955 60 .243 955 49.1 60 [2.8+1~9(2.3)]14.9 12.0 .173(60) .116 943 955 943 15.9 182 955 15.9 
17-18 1/2' van 9.78 943 47 .243 943 38.3 47 [2.8+1.9(1.5)]19.0 8.7 .195(47) .116 943 943 943 20.0 166 943 20.0 
20-25' van 9 78 1317 79 243 1317 44.7 79 [2.8+1.9(1.8)]15.7 11.3 .146(79) .116 
. 943 1317 . 943 16.7 180 1317 16.7 
22-27' trailer 9 78 2486 276 243 2486 35.5 276 [2.8+1.9(2.6)] 8.0 20.1 .064(276) .116 
. 943 2486 . 943 9.0 165 2486 9.0 
32-40' trailer 9 78 3772 596 243 3772 45.6 596 [2.8+1.9(2.9)] 5.3 29.6 . 027 (596) .116 
. 943 3772 . 943 6.3 180 3772 6.3 
All routes 9 78 1374 83 243 1374 41.3 83 [2.8+1.9(1.8)]15.5 13.4 .098(83) .116 
. 943 1374 . 943 16.5 172 1374 16.5 
00 
t-' 
Table 49. Summary of predicting equation, truck and labor costs per customer stop and per labor unit 
delivered, by size and type of wholesale truck, urban Utah, 1972 
Total 
Routes, Truck cost Labor cost Total truck cost per 
by type Indirect Between Direct and labor unit 
of truck Fixed Variable Total delivery stops delivery Total labor cost delivered 
Dollars 
13-16' van 0.62 0 . 76 1.38 1.33 0.78 2. 60 4.71 6.09 .102 
17-18 1/2' van 0.49 0.47 0.96 0.96 0.62 2. 07 3.65 4.61 .098 
20- '25' van 0.82 0.91 1.73 1.25 0.68 2.65 4.58 6.31 • 080 
22-27 ' trailer 2.86 2.53 5.39 2.12 0.80 4.38 7.30 12.69 .046 
32-40' trailer 6.18 7.03 13.21 3.30 0.81 5.30 9.41 22.62 .038 
All routes 0.86 0.89 1.75 1.21 0.68 2.50 4.39 6.14 .074 
Per cent 
13-16' van 10 13 23 22 13 42 77 100 
17-18 1/2' van 11 10 21 21 13 45 79 100 
20-25' van 13 14 27 20 11 42 73 100 
22-27' trailer 22 20 42 17 6 35 58 100 
· 32-40' trailer 27 31 58 15 4 23 42 100 
All routes 14 14 28 20 11 41 72 100 
(X) 
N 
Table 50. Wholesale milk distribution costs per dollar of sales delivered, by volume and size and type of 
truck, urban Utah , 1972 
13-16' van 17-18 1/2' van 20-25' van 22-27' trailer 32-40' trailer Vol. La- To- La- To- La- To- La- To- La- To-per No. Trk bor tal No. Trk bor tal No. Trk bor tal No. Trk bor tal No. Trk bor tal stop of cost cost cost of cost cost cost of cost cost cost of cost cost cost of cost cost cost $ stop $ $ $ stop $ $ $ stop $ $ $ stop $ $ $ stop $ $ $ 
30 18.8 .029 .133 .162 
40 17.6 .026 .105 .131 22.3 .022 .084 .106 
50 16.6 .023 .091 .114 20.4 .019 .073 .092 18.4 .024 .081 .105 
60 15.6 .021 .080 .101 18.8 .018 .066 .084 17.1 .022 .073 .095 
80 14.0 .019 .067 .086 16.3 .015 .057 .072 15.1 .019 .062 .081 
100 
150 
13.4 .018 .056 .074 
200 10.6 .015 .047 .062 12.0 .022 .041 .063 
300 10.9 .019 .034 .053 10.9 .027 .033 .060 
400 9.3 .017 .026 .043 9.8 .023 .025 .048 
500 8.1 .014 .023 .037 8.9 .021 .020 .041 
8.2 .019 .018 .037 
00 
w 
Table 51. Wholesale milk distribution costs per labor unit delivered, by volume and size and type of truck, 
urban Utah, 1972 
13-16' van 17-18 1/2' van 20-25' van 22-27' trailer 32-40' trailer 
Vol. La- To- La- To- La- To- La- To- La- To-
per No. Trk bor tal No. Trk bor tal No. Trk bor tal No. Trk bor tal No. Trk bor tal 
stop of cost cost cost of cost cost cost of cost cost cost of cost cost cost of cost cost cost 
LU stop LU LU LU stop LU LU LU stop LU LU LU stop LU LU LU stop LU LU LU 
30 19.4 .032 .129 .161 
40 18.1 .028 .104 .132 21.8 .021 .086 .107 
50 17.0 .025 .088 .113 20.1 .019 .075 .094 19.0 .027 .079 .106 
60 15.9 .023 .079 .102 18.5 .018 .067 .085 17.9 .024 .070 .094 
80 14.3 .020 .066 .086 16.1 .016 .058 .074 16.1 .022 .058 .080 
100 14.6 .020 .051 .071 
150 11.9 .017 .042 .059 12.6 .025 .039 .064 
200 11.6 .022 .031 .053 10.3 .034 .035 .069 
300 10.1 .019 .024 .043 9.7 .028 .024 .052 
400 8.9 .016 .021 .037 9 .2 .024 .020 .044 
500 8.8 .023 .016 .039 
(X) 
~ 
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per day, which became the limiting time constraint. Truck capacity and 
the range for average volume delivered were determined from observed 
routes. Fixed truck cost per unit delivered was determined by the 
F(~QBR)(ls) formula: , where F equals fixed truck costs per day , QR 
equals quantity of milk delivered per route, QB equals quantity of 
milk delivered on a 17 to 18 1/2 foot van, and S equals number of stops. 
For the rest of the predicting equation QR was determined by mult iply-
ing a hypothetical quantity (within the volume delivered range) by the 
number of stops. The average number of stops was determined from the 
preceding regression equations and the time constraint of 10.7 hours. 
For example, if the average volume per customer stop doubled from 40 
to 80 dollars on a 17 to 18 1/2 foot van, the number of stops would 
be reduced from 22.3 to 16.3, route mileage would decline by about one-
third from 40.2 miles to 31.6, and the cost per dollar delivered would 
drop from $0.106 to $0.072--a reduction of 32 per cent. 
Total route cost per day was the customer truck and labor cost of 
servicing one customer times the average number of customer stops per 
route. Route cost varied from $110 for milk routes to $87 for ice 
cream routes, while the average route cost per day was $101. Large 
stores with limited service had the most expensive route costs, $119, 
but delivere d 28 times as many labor units as did school routes which 
had route costs of $71. Large trailer routes were 65 per cent more 
expensive to operate than 17 to 18 1/2 foot vans but delivered 12 . 7 
times ·as many labor units. 
The predicting equations developed in this study could be useful 
in evaluating pricing and route organizational procedures. For 
example, the cost to the dair y for a non-delivery stop could be shown. 
86 
The s av ings from reducing the number of brands in a store from three 
to two could be evaluated. Also, pricing policies with regards to 
21scounts could be analyzed . 
Since all t ruck and labor fixed costs have been charged to custo-
nler stops at which deliverie s were made, the cost of making a non-
delivery step ior sales promot i on, collection, etc., would be the 
variable truck and l abor cos t associ ated with making the stop. These 
costs woulj.l i.l.l·: l ude t h e variable t ruck cost per mile times the average 
number of miles be tween s tops , l abor cost f or the average driving time 
between s topa, and labor cos t for the average of 5.5 minutes spent at 
ea~h non- delivery s t op . On r estaurant route s , f or example, there was 
an average of 2. 0 non- delivery stops f or every average restaurant route 
(~oataining 26 .. 8 del i very custome r s. Each of these non-deliver y stops 
uould add ·o t·o tal route cost per day an addi tional $0.36 for truck 
cos ts, $0 ~59 £0~ drivi ng t ime between stops, and $0.64 for aver age 
·~J.me spent a1 .. t he s top f or a total of $1. 59 f or each restaurant non-
d .. "! • • ivery •· tc1p. 
Redu ;jng the number of distr ibutor s serv i c ing large stores from 
three t o t\ .. w w-ould have the net e ffect of increasing the volume deliv-
2Ced by ee:td. is t r ibutor 50 per cent at e ach stop, assuming that t h e 
th:ree distrli.i.i'.ors had ol'igJ.nally been leaving the s ame quantity . 
.tach dist:rj t1utor would make fewer stops a s a result of truck size 
Jiwi tatj on. '.l i s would reduce t he total numbe r of miles and t he tota l 
driv'i·.1.1g ti.uk b.2tween all stops. For example, if the number of dis t r i -
Lutor& on a l1cge s tart LU 1 s er v ice route were reduced from three t o 
two, aver:1ge ·volume wouhl incr ease from 231 to 346 labor units per 
87 
customer stop, the number of stops would be reduced from 10.2 to 6.8, 
and the route mi leage would be reduced from 30.9 to 23.7. Assuming 
all other factors remained constant, the net result would be an in-
crease in customer truck and labor costs from $11.06 to $14.15 and a 
reduction of cost per labor unit delivered from .048 to .041. 
Since the dairies' discount procedures were unavailable for this 
study, the conclusion could not be determined whether large discounts 
were justified f or increased volume delivered or reduced services. 
Delivery costs at the stop, measured by value of products delivered 
(Table 43), amounted to $.102 for a restaurant and $0.047 for a large 
store limited service. This is a net savings of $0.055. Since the 
average price for a half gallon of milk was $0.50, the percentage 
savings for a larger volume delivered was 11 per cent. This savings 
could be reflected in terms of a discount. 
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SUMMARY 
Due to the complexity of milk distribution in urban Utah, a study 
was made to aid the dairies in determining the cost of wholesale milk 
distribution. Data were collected from the three major dairies in 
Utah, which together comprised approximately 80 per cent of the urban 
wholesale market. 
Several of the distributional problems which confronted the dairy 
industry related to the cost of servicing a customer and the varia-
tions in costs of quantities delivered. Three types of routes, six 
predominant types of customer routes, and five sizes and types of 
truck routes were studied. The only study by type of service was be-
tween full and limited service among large stores. Volume delivered 
was measured by value of products and by labor units. A description 
of these categor i es and the route area was made. 
A labor unit system was developed through the use of multiple 
regression procedures because the systems developed in other studies 
were inadequate for the purposes of this Utah study. The half gallon 
container of fluid milk and fruit drink was used as the base, for the 
volume of milk and milk products distributed in this container size 
was the grea tes t . All other sizes and types of products were assigned 
a labor unit value by comparing the amount of time required to deliver 
these other products to the time required to deliver a half gallon of 
milk. In the analysis of variance involving 545 small store, large 
store full service, and restaurant customers the coefficient of deter-
mination was 74 per cent. Gallons of milk were found to require no 
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more delivery time than half gallons of milk. Significance for most 
sizes and types of products was at the .001 level of probability. 
Least squares regression techniques were employed in analyzing 
driving time between customer stops and delivery time at the customer 
stop. These analyses yielded a fixed amount of driving time between 
stops of 2.8 minutes and a variable time of 1.9 minutes per mile 
traveled between stops. Separate regression analyses were made of 
delivery time at the customer stop for routes, by type of route, pre-
dominant type of customer, and size and type of truck. A constant 
amount of delivery time of 10.5 minutes was required per customer stop 
on each predominantly small store route, with an additional .248 
minutes required per dollar value of products delivered. The amount 
and per cent of total time spent performing various delivery functions 
at each stop was analyzed. For example, only one-third as much time 
was spent stocking the display case and cooler with new products at 
large stores limited service as at large stores full service. 
Truck and labor costs were determined from company records and 
union wage scales. Average fixed truck costs amounted to $9.78 
per day and vari~ble costs were $.243 per mile traveled. Customer 
labor cost was $.116 per minute which was based on the driver's 
regular pay plus overtime and benefits, one-third the salary of a 
wholesale route supervisor, and dock loading and unloading help. 
The larger customers and truck sizes had a higher proportion of truck 
costs to labor costs. All other components of customer costs were 
made through tabular analyses. 
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Predicting equations for truck and labor costs were presented in 
tabular fornt . Truck and labor costs were 49 per cent more for deliv-
eries to snu1J s tores tha to res taurants and the value of products 
delivered per 3top increased 47 per cent. Therefore, the customer cost 
per uni t of product delivered remained about the same. Customer costs 
were 83 pe r cent more for large stores full service than for small 
s tores, bul the value of products delivered per stop increased 243 
p r cent . Th f cost per dol lar of product delivered to large stores 
full service '.vas less than half the cost for small stores. 
Truck and labor costs increased with size of delive r y and size of 
tru k, but cos t per unit of product delivered declined. The effect of 
increasing or decreasing the average volume delivered at customer stops 
on different s ized trucks was observed. As average volume doubled 
fr om 200 Lo 400 dolla r· at customer stops on a 22 to 27 foot trailer, 
th e numbe t.f ~ustomer stops which could be serviced by that route 
declined 26 pLr cent and the cost per dol l a r of sales delivered was 
redu'!ed abo one-tl1ird. Some economies to scale were present with 
limited se1vi e among l"ree stores. Through use of the predicting 
equations the ccst of n Ll~ ~ e.l. l.very stops was analyzed as well as the 
cost savings of reducJn trom t hree to two the number of distributors 
servicing a large sto e. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The cost of delivering wholesale milk and dairy products varied 
substantially with volume, type of route, predominant type of cus-
tomer, size and type of truck, and customer service. The predicting 
equations using entirely the data from this study could be useful 
in many ways to the industry. For example, such equations and data 
could be used for estimating delivery costs by volume delivered, 
finding route costs for delivery to one size and type of customer, 
coordinating route reorganization, reviewing pricing and discount 
procedures, and estimating future truck size requirements. By using 
the procedures developed in this study other studies could be con-
ducted for retail routes and wholesale routes to outer markets. 
Value of products and labor units delivered were found to have a 
high correlation, and the use of either method led to approximately 
the same results. In the regression analysis involving 545 customers, 
value and labor units had an inter-correlation of 73 per cent. 
The cost of making non-delivery stops was ascertained. With 99 
wholesale routes operating in urban Utah at the present time, a 
potential savings of hundreds of dollars per route day would be 
realized if non-delivery stops were eliminated. 
Substantial savings in distribution costs could result from the 
consolidation of some routes and the reduction in the number of dis-
tributors servicing customer stops. Since restaurants were primarily 
serviced by one distributor the effect of route consolidation would 
be evidenced mainly in reduced driving time between customer stops 
and in reduced route mileage. Reducing the number of distributors 
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would have the greatest impact on large stores where quantity deliv-
ered at a customer stop would increase, number of customer stops would 
decrease, and driving time and mileage would be reduced. 
According to the results of this distribution study, some price 
differentials could be justified by changes in types of routes, pre-
dominant types of customers, sizes and types of trucks, and volume 
delivered. The predicting equations are based on the average volume 
delivered on a route. Economies of delivering larger than average 
volume also could be determined. These predicting equations and 
results of this study could be used in other ways to test the 
efficiency of present routes and to plan for least cost distribution 
of milk in the future. 
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Appendix A 
Analyses by Type of Wholesale Customer 
Table 52. Average time and proportion of total time per stop required to perform delivery functions 
by type of wholesale customer, urban Utah, 1972 
Arrange Stock dis-
. and pre play case/ Arrange 
Wai t stock Put up Deliver cooler Check Other load Total 
(before display Secure order order, with new order, (public (apart time 
delivery case and/or (time handle products collect relations from per 
Type of functions and/or write up in empties, (mark or get sales pro- putting cus-
Customer begin) cooler order truck) returns prices) signature motion) up order) tomer 
Minutes Eer stoE 
---------- -- --- ---
Small store 0.2 2.6 3.4 4.2 4.1 4.7 1.7 0.2 0.2 21.3 
Large store-- 1.1 6.0 5.4 7.8 13.2 11.8 2.9 0.5 0.5 49.2 
full service 
Large store-- 1.7 1.5 7.2 11.4 19.0 3.5 2.8 0.4 0.6 48.1 
limited service 
Restaurant 0.5 0.3 3.1 2.0 3.5 1.2 1.0 0.4 0.1 12.1 
School 0.3 0.0 0.7 1.5 4.1 0.8 1.0 0.3 0.3 9.0 
All customers 0.6 1.8 3.5 3.9 6.1 3.9 1.6 0.4 0.2 22.0 
Per cent of total time 
Small store 1 12 16 20 19 22 8 1 1 100 
Large store-- 2 12 11 16 27 24 6 1 1 100 
full service 
Large · store-- 4 3 15 24 39 7 6 1 1 100 
limited service 
Restaurant 4 2 26 17 29 10 8 3 1 100 
School 3 0 8 17 46 9 11 3 3 100 
All customers 3 8 16 18 28 17 7 2 1 100 \.0 
"" 
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Table 53. Average value of products and average labor units delivered 
per minute of delivery time and average minutes of delivery 
time per dollar and per labor unit delivered, by type of 
wholesale customer, urban Utah, 1972 
Average Average Average 
Average labor minutes minutes 
value units per per labor 
delivered delivered dollar unit 
per minute per minute delivered delivered 
Type of (Dollars/ (Labor (Min. I (Min./ 
customer min.) units/min.) dollar) labor unit) 
Small store 1.80 2.5 .57 .40 
Large store-- 3.50 4.4 .28 .23 
full service 
Large store-- 7.80 10.1 .13 .10 
limited 
service 
Restaurant 2.80 1.6 .35 .62 
School 3.20 1.8 .32 .56 
All customers 3.40 3.8 .29 .26 
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Table 54. Frequency distribution of milk and milk product customers, 
by type of wholesale customer and volume of delivery, urban 
Utah, 1972 
Volume Large Large 
delivered store-- store--
(labor Small full limited Rest au- All 
units) store service service rant School Customers 
Number of customers 
0 7 6 2 24 1 40 
1-5 4 1 91 5 101 
6-10 7 62 16 85 
11-15 10 1 46 28 85 
16-20 15 1 32 16 64 
21-30 21 7 26 5 59 
31-40 19 6 25 2 52 
41-50 20 5 10 35 
51-60 ' 15 1 6 22 
61-80 20 10 9 39 
81-100 13 9 4 2 28 
101-150 11 25 2 6 44 
151-200 2 12 4 2 20 
201-300 3 16 7 26 
301-500 15 13 28 
501+ 13 9 22 
Total 167 128 37 343 75 750 
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Table 55. Summary of regression analysis of value of dairy produc t s 
delivered and delivery time at the customer stop, by type 
of wholesale customer, urban Utah, 1972 
Type of customer 
Small store 
Large store-- f ull 
service 
Large store--
limited service 
Restaurant 
School 
All customers 
Regression a 
equation 
Y = 11.2 + .255 X 
Y = 27 . 6 + . 115 X 
Y = 18 . 9 + . 076 X 
Y = 8.4 + . 098 X 
~ = 3.3 + .224 X 
Y = 11.9 + .125 X 
Coefficient of 
determination 
0.60 
0.46 
0 . 52 
0 . 39 
0.31 
0.58 
F-rat i o 
*** 222.5 
*** 99.4 
*** 38 . 6 
*** 206. 6 
30 . 2*** 
*** 951 . 8 
a The general form of the model was Y = B + B X, where Y = total 
0 1 delivery time at the customer stop, 
B = estimated constant time at each customer stop, 
B~ = estimated variabl e t ime at each customer stop per doll a r 
of products delivered, and 
X = dollars of products delivered. 
***Represents significance at the .001 level. 
Table 56. Summary of regres sion analysis of labor units delivered and 
delivery time at the customer stop, by type of wholesal e 
customer, urban Utah, 1972 
Regres siona Coefficient of 
Type of customer equation determination F-ratio 
*** Small store y = 11 . 9 + . 164 X 0.55 191.0*** 
Large store- -full y = 23.2 + .115 X 0.65 206 . 6 
service 
*** Large store- - y = 28 . 1 + . 040 X 0 . 57 47.2 
limited ser v ice 
*** Restaurant y = 7.3 + .225 X 0.55 390.8*** 
School y = 3. 2 + .449 X 0.30 28.1 
*** All cus t omers y = 14 .1 + . 086 X 0 . 57 917.6 
aThe general form of the model was Y = B
0 
+ B1 X, where Y = t ota l delivery time at the customer stop, 
B = estimated constant t i me at each customer stop , 
B0 = estimat ed variable time at each customer stop per labor unit 1 delivered, and 
X = labor units del i vered. 
***Represents significance ~t the .001 level. 
Table 57 . Total delivery t ime and time per dollar of products delivered per wholesale customer, by 
type of customer and volume delivered , urban Utah, 1972 
Large store-- Large store--
Small store full limited Restaurant School All customers 
Volume Time~ minu tes Time 2 minutes Time 2 minutes Tlme 2 minutes Time 2 minutes Time, minutes (dollars ) Total per $ Total per $ Total per $ Total per $ Total per $ Total per $ 
0 11.2 27.6 18.9 8. 4. 3.3 11.9 
5 12.4 2.49 8.9 1. 77 4.5 . 89 12.5 2.50 
10 13.7 1.37 9.3 .93 5.6 • 56 13.1 1.31 
15 15.0 1 . 00 9.8 .66 6.7 .45 13.7 .9 2 
20 16.3 .81 10 . 3 .52 7.8 .39 14.4 .72 
25 17.5 .70 10.8 .43 8.9 . 36 15.0 .60 
30 18.8 .63 11.3 ·• 38 10.1 . 34 15.6 .52 
40 21.4 .53 32.2 .80 12.3 .31 12.3 .31 16.9 .42 
50 23.9 .48 33.3 . 67 13 .3 .27 18.1 • 36 
60 26. 4 .44 34.5 .57 14 .3 .24 19.4 .32 
80 31.5 . 39 36.8 .46 16 .2 .20 21.9 .. 27 
100 36.6 .37 39.1 .39 18.2 .18 24.4 . 24 
150 49.4 .33 44.8 .30 30.4 .20 23. 1 .15 30.6 .20 
200 50.6 .25 34.2 .17 28.1 .14 36.9 .18 
300 62.1 .21 41.8 .14 49.4 .16 
400 73 . 6 .18 49.4 .12 61.9 •. 15 
500 85.1 .17 57.0 .11 74.5 .15 
600 96.6 .16 64.6 .11 87.0 .14 
1000 142.7 .14 95.1 .10 137.1 . 14 
~ 
0 Q 
Table 58. Total delivery time and time per labor unit delivered per wholesale customer, by type 
of customer and volume delivered, urban Utah, 1972 
Volume 
(labor 
units) 
0 
5 
10 
l 5 
20 
25 
30 
40 
50 
60 
80 
100 
150 
200 
300 
400 
500 
600 
1000 
Small store 
Time, minutes 
Total per LU 
11.9 
12. 7 2.54 
13.5 1 . 35 
14.3 .96 
15.2 .76 
16.0 .64 
16.8 .56 
18.4 .46 
20.1 .40 
21.7 . 36 
25.0 . 31 
28. 3 .28 
36.5 .24 
Large store--
full 
Time, minutes 
Total per LU 
23.2 
27.8 0 70 
29.0 .58 
30.1 .50 
32.4 .41 
34.7 .35 
40.5 .27 
46.2 .23 
57.7 .19 
69.2 .17 
80.7 .16 
92.2 .15 
138.2 .14 
Large store--
limited 
Time, minutes 
Total per LU 
28. 1 
34.0 .23 
36.0 .18 
40.0 .13 
43.9 .11 
47.9 .10 
51.9 .09 
67 . 7 .07 
Restaurant 
Time, minutes 
Total per LU 
7.3 
8.5 1.69 
9.6 .96 
10.7 .71 
11.8 .59 
13.0 .52 
14.1 .47 
16.3 .41 
18.6 .37 
20.8 .35 
25.4 .32 
29.9 .30 
41.1 .27 
52.4 .26 
School 
Time, minutes 
Total per LU 
3 .2 
5.5 1 . 09 
7. 7 .77 
10.0 .66 
12.2 .61 
14.4 .58 
16.7 .56 
21.2 .53 
All customers 
Time, minutes 
Total per LU 
14. 1 
14.5 2.90 
14.9 1.49 
15.4 1.02 
15.8 .79 
16.2 .65 
16.6 .55 
17.5 .44 
18.4 .37 
19.2 .32 
20.9 .26 
22.7 .23 
26.9 .18 
31.2 .16 
39.8 .13 
48.4 .12 
57.0 .11 
65.5 .11 
99.9 .10 
J-! 
0 
..... 
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Appendix B 
Time and Motion Questionnaires 
Wholeaale Milk Distribution c~ata 
Agricultural Experiment Station 
Utah State University 
Sche ule A - r-oute General Information 
1. Oatry ___________ Plant locat lon~-----------------Route number ______ _ 
2. Driver Enumera ~or Date 
-----------------3 ~ Type of rou te: Express ____ ~R~egular _________ ;Milk~-------Ice Cre~-----
Milk and ice cream 
-----4 . Route area.: Dotm I.Mtl.~-=- --• Suburbs_. Surrounding communities __ 
* S. Customers: Small store , Lar~ stores ____ , Hotels. restaurant s __ , 
Public schools _______ , Universi t ies, colleges ____ , Federal 
insti utlons _____ , St ate institutions ____ • Depots, servi ce 
sta tion!l __ • Industrial finus.!--. 
6. Service : Stock display ~~se ____ • Leave order in cooler _____ , Drop order 
at dock or ba-:lt door ____ : "Pull up" men ___ • 
7 . Type of truclt : Number ___ ; Make 6o model Van _ __ , Trailer_; 
Gas _____ , Die se l _____ • 
8. Size of body: Milk (ft.) _____ • Ice crean (ft.) _____ ; Load capacity 
(lbs.) 
9. Lr adlng: Hou~ of day ___ ; By driver _____ • Ot hers _____ ; FrOQ processing 
pl&nt c~ole~---- • Route ea~e ________ , Transport ______ • Distribution 
cen er hol d tng cooler_; T<~ : th l se of powered conveyor• 
Yea _____ , No _____ • 
10. Produc ~ s unl oaded: Outnatcd products _____ • Empty cartons _____ • 
Unsold r~oducta _____ 
11. Mileage: BcgL1nin3 (a eares t tenth) , Ending (nearest tenth) ___ _ 
12. Driv~r t ime : Ch~ck in. ____ __ Check out-~~-
13. Sales slips extended: ny driver on route ___ • By driver after 
route ______ • O!flce staff after route delivery _____ 
14. Genera l Route l' in.c by Fua ctton 
F •t.~!.2.!! 
a. \olai t to load 
b. Load 
c . Check in, arrange load 
d. Drive frOIJ', p~a,&t to first stop 
e. Meals. coffe~ breaks. personal time 
f. !toute a ccounti ng 
g. Drive fr~ laGt s t op t o plant 
h . '1-:ai t to uuload eulpties, returns, etc . 
i. Unload 
j. Service and ?•rk truck 
k. Office checkout, orderpreparatioa 
1. "Pull up' products, arrange display esse 
m. Other __ . 
Elaps~d man mi nutes 
Driver 
-
15. Remarks. Indicate &ny unusual circumatances regarding che operatioft 
of the route t d~y 
-----------------~--------------------------------------------------------
-----------·--- ·-- ------------------------------------------------
* One or two cash re,lll8 f!U 
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Wholesale Milk Distribution Costs 
Agricultural Experi"ent Station 
Utah ;,tate University 
Schedule B - Driver and Truck Time ?er Customer Stop 
Dairy Date _____ _ 
Location Route 
------
El~o ~ed ti o. e (!'\ea:--,st ten th of rni nutc ) 
Stock 
display 
Arrange case 
and pre- cooler Arrange Special I Titne Time stock Put Uf' Deliver 'With Other load non-delivery I Hileage at from display order order, new (public (apart stops (sales 
at stop stop !JtOp case Secure (time handle pr:>ducts Check order, relat i ons, from prot:'otion, 
rustOii•Cr (nearest (nearest (nearest and/or ar-d/or write in er.·pt ics, (r:.a rk collect or sales putting collections, 
stop tenth) CJinute) oinute) cooler up order truck) returns prices) zct signa ture pror..otion) up order) etc.) Total 
(1) • (2) (3) (4) (S) (6) (7) c:..) (9) (10) ( ll) ( 12) (13) (14) 
---
1 
2 
--
r---
3 
---r- ·--r-----
4 
--- f---
5 
6 
·- --
7 
--- ·- r---· -
.. 
u 
-----
9 
--
10 
-
Tota t 
---
---· - -----
~ote: Include t1.tr.e of first working into customer's busir.ess with first fu:1ct i on performed. 
~ 
0 
~ 
1.' 
l:!i 
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1! , 
I 
Wholesale Milk Distribution Costs 
Agricultural Experiment Station 
I 
Utah State University 
Schedule C - Customer Facilities and Sales 
1. Customer No. Route Date 
2. Dairy Plant location 
3. Customer: Name Location 
4. Type of customer: Small store Large store 
Hotels, restaura11ts Public schools 
Federal institutions Universities, col~e£t>S ' 
State institutions Depots, service stations 
-
Industrial firn1s 
5. Service: Stock display case Leave milk in cooler 
Dock or back door drop 
6. Milk containers: Paper Plastic __ Glass Bulk Disp. 
7. Returns: Outdated products Empties 
8. Brands of milk carried: cw HL :·IC Hr. MilkPan_ 
Store label Other list 
9 . Brands of ice cream carried: C\J HL l·!G 
Store label Other list 
10. Days per week deliveries are ~ade to customer: 
11. Customer sales: 
I Q~.1nt!.t) ,_ ·' __ !. _____ J ~~~~ I <..: .. i 
""""""".,; 1"'\ • • . vu.-.~ ~w Ull..t. laO 
1 Milk _J _gal. ._ bu 1 k or disp. 
2 mlk pl. paper pJ.1stic r,l3!'l8 
3 21. f~ ll 1 . paper plnstic ~lass 
I 4 Skin• gal. paper, p lastic, ~bss 
5 ~li lk half _gallon, paper plastic glass 
6 2:· .. hnlf gallon, par~r plastic r.ln s s 
7 Skim, half gailon, pa.,er plastic, f!lnss 
r Hilk, quart ..., 
9 27., quart 
10 Ski ~.,. quart 
ll Hi lk, 1/2 pint 1/3 quart 
·- ·--J 
12 Butterr.1ilk Quart 1/2 oint I 
13 Chocolate r .ilki quart, 1/2 p_int I 
' 
14 Chocolate drinl~. quart 1/2 pint 
I 
15 Fruit drink 1/2 ga 1. Qt. pint 1/2 pint 
16 \,'hipping cream_. _qt., pint 1/2 pint 
I 
1 7 Half and half. Q c. pint 1/2 pint 
' 
lf, Sour cream 5!1 1/2 pint 
19 Yor,u rt_._ 10 _g_t ' . .L qt. 1/2 pint 
20 Cotta~e cheese. S<•. u;. lt.l 
211 Ice cream mix, ga 1. 
22 Butter lb .• solid cut 
23 Other (list) 
24 
·- - ·- ____ ., --- ... , 
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Labor 
Quanti t' Item Price An:ount units 
25 
25 
27 
23 
29 TOTAL lt:i:LK GROUP 
30 Ice cre am, prel.: iur.; , gal., 1/2 gal. 
31 Ic e crea mL __{_12% BF) _ga 1. _._ 1/2 p,a 1. 
32 Ice crea m (10':1, 13F) gal. 1/2 gal. 
33 Ice milk [8 l. f 1/2 gal. 
J l, Sherbet, _BAl. 1/2 gal. 
35 lloveltieg srall d o! . 
3h Novelties large doz. 
J7 Other (list) 
) 11 
3 ~) 
'•O 
ld 
'· 2 TJTAL ICE CF..W• GROUP 
43 Hi scell11neous (cheese frozen food Hsh 1 etc.) 
41. 
!~ 5 
46 
t. 7 
--
!•!3 . . 
- - -----· - -
- -f 49 
. - .. 
TOTAL. tUSCELLAllEOUS 
·------- --
50 ROUTE TOTAL 
. - - . -- - - . -- - ·- -- -- . - -·-- ------ --
Personal Data 
Professional 
Objective 
Professional 
Qualifications 
Professional 
Experience 
Other 
VITA 
Frederick William Palmer 
Place of Birth: Montezuma, Iowa 
Date of Birth: May 29, 1944 
Married to Rosemary Gudmundson Palmer 
Address: 
Current (1972-73) 
471 East 200 South 
Logan, Utah 84321 
Phone: 801-752-1583 
Permanent 
R. R. 1 
Montezuma, Iowa 50171 
Phone: 515-623-3531 
Professional farm manager or agricultural 
marketing specialist 
Graduated, Montezuma Community High School, 
Montezuma, Iowa, 1962 
B.S., Agricultural Economics, Iowa State Univer-
sity, Ames, Iowa, June 1967 
M.S., Agricultural Economics, Utah State Univer-
sity, Logan, Utah, June 1973 
Graduate research assistant, Utah State Universit~ 
Worked on father's farm during summers and vaca-
tions. Family farm is an 800-acre general 
livestock farm in South Central Iowa. 
Worked in food processing plants for two summers 
in Washington and Utah. 
Extension trainee, working directly with 4-H club 
members for one summer in Iowa. 
Student taught and substituted for high school 
religion classes. 
Served as president in various high school and 
college organizations. Served in other capa-
cities as committee chairman, instructor, and 
officer. 
Served as a missionary for The Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter-Day Saints in Guatemala and 
El Salvador, Central America, for two years. 
Active in church, graduated and received a special 
certificate from The Church of Jesus Christ of 
Latter-Day Saints Logan Institute of Religion, 
1973. 
